against

the
ities of the

judgment of the Mayor anil authorcity and many of the private citizens as we are informed, that Mr.
Sargent
insisted on watching Leonard Choate, who was
regarded by them above suspicion. A strong
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11 ion is who may have communications, ol
facts. Miggcstions. or anything <>l interest,
'Mg to tnis department, are requested to commumi* to Or. Putuain Siinonton, Searspor!, who
•t |r< the same tor publication, il of sufficient in
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circumstance iu his favor was that the tires
ring the past few years had destroyed a great
deal of his own property and that of his relatives; but the detective had Iris own notions
and acted upon them'.
The house next to Mr.
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Village, from
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Gil

Fortune.'
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Inserted
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ib >v( lines are taken, is not touchsad picture of a people enervated

tli

iivl.i destroyed by
•..itVicl society!

Till of late, .it

was;

men, will be our

future number.
rntTir treek.

in its proper season Is a golden
And if you cannot plant, and should not
prune, trees at this season of the year,—two

rule.

three important things should be done now.
Now, with deep, frozen snow about the trees,

flue, poetic vision; or, if a is the very best time to get rid of ^pt pest
confined to old and elfete populations, i the canker-worm; (or three good reason—a
i have no existence in our virgin and more leisure time, a better light reflected from
alas 1 those evil influences the snow to see them in, and easier reached
.;nd

at tu

be but

1

Everything

or

the baneful influences

a

wailing for young

a

j

The Tower of London.
queen and his own son Philip, aud that
Who that has a human heart does not Mary had seriously inclined to accept his
shrink and grow pale at the sound of that, proposals.
“I hope 1 shall be freed from her too
name? Within those walls what scenes j!
How many souls have palpable hints,” said the young earl, speakhave been enacted !
endured martyrdom there, while waiting ing louder than was altogether safe in a spot
for

the

less horrible

martyrdom

where echo

of the

was

busy.

“Hush!” said his alarmed companion.
Could its history be written, truthand without prejudice, what a volume “Remember walls have ears in this detesta-

body !

fully

it would be !

But

no

ble court.”

English pen ever
subject faithfully,

Choate’s, ou Tyug street, was occupied by
Benjamin Ackerman, and from the windows of
this house Choate’s premises could be surveyed.
Here the detective took up his
place of waitpy love passage, occurring in the first flush in Washington, and that I had taken a neat
ing. Choate had a carpenter’s shop adjoining
of Elizabeth’s girlhood, and rendered deep- way of
him
a
and
lie
rushed
hint,
his house (his business and that of his
giving
father
er and more
lasting perhaps by opposition, out and bought all the gold his credit would before him was ship building or joining, or
something of that kind,) where lie spent much
might have tinged her after life ? And may cover.
of his time.
One day deticdve
not some of the
“lie wrote me an accouut of his transacSargent sent
waywardness and strangealt. Ackerman into the
a board
shop to
ness that has been laid to her
charge in all tions whose magnitude almost turned my planed; after it had been smoothedgetit was inher affairs of the heart, be traced back to hair
and
while
he thanked me lor my dented with a blow from a hammer which laid
gray ;
this cruel blighting of a youug heart’s first hint he begged me to be sure that
upon a bench. Subsequent examinations showmy inforromance ?
mation was correct.
I thought at first he ed that the impression made by the hammer
was precisely like those made by the hammer
was crazy,
and then I became pretty near which
had driven the nails into the boxes which
A Clear Case of Luck.
what
be
the had been picked up tiiere at different times,
crazy myself, thinking
might
“A good many singular
being a ilaw iu the face of the
things happen- consequences of the mistake. The first the peculiarity
hammer; and the imprint of the teeth of tined during tiie war,” said John, as he
lighted thing I did—this was the next day, you bench hook upon the board also corresponded
his after dinner cigar, “but somehow I con- kuow—was to rush into Rigg’s, aud ask the with
those upon the boards of whieli the Unsider my own case about the funniest of latest gold prices.
boxes were constructed. It was also noticed
“Guess my delight when I found them that Choate when at work iu the shop, was
all.”
alone and locked himself in and hail a screen be“Ah !” said I, “how is that?”
fairly jumping upward. It was wonder- fore
“Did it never occur to you that it was a ful ! Still I was terribly nervous, for all that his window. Timber corresponding to
of which the lire boxes were composed,
little odd that iu so short a time I should sorts of rumors were afloat; aud I knew
tiuishing nails, <rcks, Ac., like those used to
have got to be a partner in the firm, and that gold would fall quick as it could rise. fasten the pieces together, were also discovera married man, aud all that sort of
thing?” The feeling grew on me until, pretty nearly ed. This discovery was made the L’Oth of last
half demented, I went into the
“Oh! you speculated?”
telegraph Jauuary.
The Mayo r was informed of the state oi the
“Not a bit of it; or rather I did, and I office at Willard’s aud dashed off—
case, and soon afterwards City Marshal Fitz,
“It’s all a sell, aud a big one.”
didn’t, for you know that I detest speculatwho had from the first been sharply looking
ion.
I’ve even made old Mitraille swear
“Well, the old gentleman took that as he about for evidence, was made acquainted with
had the other one, and not only sold out, the lull particulars of this last discovery, and
off.”
the two arranged to get the hammer, bench
“So far it is very clear ; but if I knew but went short to the full extent of his liue.
hooks, As., from the shop ou the firs’ dark
how you secured a French wife, and a rich It was the luckiest thiug in the world for uight, and also to see what else could be found
one I
could understand a little plain Eng- sure enough, within forty-eight hours filings there that would tend to -ubstautlate the theorv
did go down with a crash.
lish.”
[ began to feel of Choate’s guilt. Fitz, however, ami two of Id-,
men, it may be mentioned, went anil got tinBefore 1 went to the war John Develiu superstitious ; there was something uncanny articles
one evening, anil informed
Sargent of
about it, and I packed my kit and made the fact afterwarus.
aud I were fellow clerks iu the
banking
Among other thine*
house of Mitraille & Co., New York. A fast for New \ork. 1 did not attempt an bearing upon the supposed guilt of Choate anslight lameness prevented John going into explanation, but steadily resisted all the old these facts : That during his absence from the
•ity no tires occurred; at one tire was found a
the army ; and an utter absence of
gentleman’s entreaties to go on with it

“No dauger, uow that the queen has a
and uone but Englishmen know its horrors. prospect of marriage, ladybird,” he answerThe bright sun of an October day was ed gayly.
But,
“Aud is this Spanish wooer old or young?”
iu the year loot).
over London,
n
For the able on this snow elevation. If, near the ends of shining
shores, too.
A widower, too,
“Just twenty-seveu.
The young King Edward was dying, iu the■
Insee
a
like
limits,
you
greyish ring, looking
i,
Superintendent of Schools for
^
his
and
flower
of
at the mo- aud eleven years younger than her majesty,
'very
youth,
it is a canker-worm nest, having in
■, s
-'artliug fact that our Maine dia rubber,
men.”
1 ment of his death, she who afterwards at- who adores young
■’
1 y decreasing, but in that j it many hundred eggs, each ol' which, under
“Shameful!” cried Elizabeth.
“Has she
tained to the terrible and most unwomanly
"! it—the young—which shows that increasing warmth, will become one of those
titles of Bloody Mary and Scarlet Queen, the lolly to believe that he will remain true
vile
worms.
the
And
is
to
cut
only remedy
rv
springs oi society are drying up,—
who has outgrown even the charm
was on her way to take his place as reign- to oue
them oil
uot forgetting to burn them. For
having been, as the Report shows, a conof
in
One
chance
youth, which, truth to say, was all the
many brought
iug sovereign.
nr
lei reuse of scholars .sine.- l-r.o of nearly we have known people to remove and throw about the result she so much desired
:
; and charm my royal sister ever possessed?”
them on the ground, where the eggs will grow
a'
.n the whole- ;'.l" in the last year;
a
The white baud was more tenderly
j| she passed onward to the throne which she
rate
.limueitiou whith. In no very distant into tlm worm just as well as on the trees. A ! stained
The few good pressed, the red, moist lips more lingeringher after deeds.
by
will furnish some rising poet the theme jI few moments thus devoted to a tree, may save i acts which she performed stand out bright- ly touched, as the young earl breathed out
(
If on limbs beyond reach, j
you many dollars.
i he 1) .serted State.
from the dark back ground of her reign, his own love anew.
ly
:
Tie some stout, cutting j
“We will not vex ourselves with these
h a fact in a territory with so salubrious | our method is this
The
like stars from a midnight sky.
shears to one end ol a pair of long, light sticks, j
he whispered, “ so loug as we
have
,ia! : with means and facilities almost un- :
of
YIU
must
needs
matters,”
Henry
daughter
like beau poles; in this way the most distant I
have
for
the
and
selfish
within
her
a
reckless
youth aud health—aud beauty, too, my
p.is-e.i
supporting population—and
j
disregard
limbs of the largest trees may be easily reach- | of
o
inothers, save in a few instances. She princess, although it lies all with you.”
a;ip.iri it the great natural law j
eii. But most of them may be reached by at did not belie Iter
eij got erus the amount of population —is as
“Nay, Courtney, the court damsels say
parentage.
Ami h behooves ev- self-supporting ladder, which every home needs
,;,g, as it is startling
Mary had a triumphal entry into the' differently. They give you the palm for
for a variety ol purposes, and which is seldom
;;; i: t of Un
c.imm.mwealtii. and every
tower, which was then the gloomy abode being the handsomest knight at court. Of
seen.
Make a common, light ladder—say 10 of
Gardiner, Bonner and Tonstall. The course I do uot agree “with them,” she cou
hilaulliropist everywhere, to inquire—What
or Id feet long; let the upper rounds go through three
as you know 1 conand
the
what
rein- |
Fie ,.i:
.it that fact,
bishops were allowed to meet her tiuued, coquettislily,
capital
and project three inches on each side of the j on Tower
i.'s for the evil h
green and implore her grace and sider old Cardinal Pole second to no man prevented him from proposing for the hand
for
make two sticks like the sides of the I
his
make
would
were
with
ladder;
others,
beauty,
although
then,
years
as
l!i —- suggest themselves —one,
a
of the pretty Lucille,
protection. They
though I always behim a more suitable lover for the queen than
but lighter for convenience in carrying; restored to
liberty.
[
two. as certain and sullicienl rea- I ladder,
lieved he had more to fear from the gruff
bore a hole iu the tipper end of the sticks, |
There was another inmate there—a for myself.”
b, our juvenile population is, and will
old papa than from the lady herself.
j which put oil the
She added this last sentence because she ;
projecting end of the round; ! bright-eyed youth, whose handsome face
n
io be. diminishing—like < ruses conPoor as he was, and on a moderate
j fasten in
place with leather washer and a nail; brought a strong throb to the heart of the fancied a jealous flush had riseu to the noble salary when I returned at the end of the
under cover when not iu use,—and you unlovely queen, whose own youth had long brow on which she was gazino: so earnestsi is emigration from our Stale.
war—a good deal lamer than John hadbeen
This keep
have for life a very simple, but very useful ar- since passed away.
This was the young ly, thinking, perhaps, how well his massive before it—I found
...it tells a small percent upon the aggremy chum in the full enticle.
Try it.
Courtney, son of the attainted Marquis of beauty would become a crown. Visions of | joyment of all he had longed for, and with
"l our population; but it utterly fails lo I
the
future
flashed across the young girl’s a
One other thing you can, and should, do to Exeter, whose childhood, pure and guiltless
brown stone front to enjoy it in.
ouui for the loss in the young element 0J
So
As mind. There was but the one weak and dis- when he
fruit trees now : Examine the wax where they as it was, had known no other shelter.
volunteered something which
1 a while ,n this there has been u.ossoi':
eased
life
of
have been grafted, or where used for other he knelt beside the venerable bishop, Mary
Mary between her and royalty, promised to explain the mystery, my curimil
e .io
,u a
lew year.-, the number of j
Winter’s cold basso contracted the forgot that she might have been his mother, aud would uot Courtney be a king before
purposes.
incm/m
osity was set on fire in a moment. John
in
Lhe
State
have
durpersons
wax that it lias either fallen off, or been so so great was the discrepancy in their ages— whom Philip of Spain might hide his dimin- was a
hat. time, more than the other has lost,—
right good fellow and I did not envy
loosened as to be worthless,—leaving the bare forgot everything save that she was Queen ished head? She looked upon the swaying him a particle ; but I must
lists
show.
Hence
must
turn
we
say I was curivoting
wood, and the growing graft-split, to the fury of England and might be also Queen of curls, aud wondered if her hand might uot ous about it.
irr reasons, sad end painful as i- the eonone day cover them with a
of storm and sunshine, like an unhealed animal Hearts.
regal coronet
“Well,” said John, “the way of it was
iiiou of them.
was not only released from Yes, truly she ought to be tire ipieen. No one this:
Courtney
wound,
without protection.
In
botli
Have another cigar? You know a
cases,
1: tln-.se is .1 crime like that which the
lint she,—O,
lose no; a moment iu dressing up the wounds. confinement but raised to honors at once. would marry Mary for love,
deal what I was after when you went
good
i -retold the monster Macbeth should
He was created Earl of Devon. At court she could win a man’s heart out of him by
away ; and my chance of getting it then ;
A deed with') I a tame;" but S)
lie was distinguished for grace and accom- her grace and beauty, and then—O, what seemed about
s ests or i o\*uii'ii<n.
as far off as the
■■■
in
Presidency. <
atr-iji ms than his, as, while his i
for the perfection of joy to crown him king!
Such were her It was a clear case of
We know of two families iu Massachusetts, plishments, as well as
I
tell
luck,
:
you, aud
u-ri.il victims were lew, these count by
that manly beauty that had so speedily meditations, until Courtney touched the a little more. Old
of whom the following story may he told. Two
Mitraille
had
always
.-and-- and millions, depopulating States
touched the heart of his sovereign.
One small white hand that lay caressingly on liked me
I was hardly
well,
healthy brothers married two healthy sisters.
pretty
though
nations; ;l crime lor which, alike upon
would have deemed that he had always his arm, aud said :
the man he would have chosen for a son-inBoth had large families of children. One lived
wli-i. for petty gains, are accessory to it, j
“Of what is my princess dreaming?”
breathed the charmed atmosphere of a
law ; and I kept his private books,
on the old homestead, on the southern slope
you know.
1 i lose who, regardles.- ut personal danger,
court instead of that of a prison.
She started and blushed as she answered : You knowMary
all about the unbounded gold
beautiful and well1 of one of the numerous
l th- moral and
was proud of the treasure she had rescued.
“Of the future king of England.”
gal turpitude of it, permit
draiiied hiHs in that vicinity. The whole house
speculation in 18G2 and 18G3 ; well he somei humanity
■v
in s
Heaven :
Alas 1 she could not reach that youthful
“O, of Philip. Well. 1 do uot envy him. how got into.it,
cry
was bathed all day long in sunlight, and con- j
steady old hard-headed bank.--"ni. and will tint spare.'
Hie slaughter of
heart.
There was auother attraction in He may be king, but I only aspire to be er as he is. Almost
not
touch
did
everybody went it more
any of the young lives ! her train—her
ml nits by Herod —wi. i, for which act, will j sumption
young and beautiful sister, king of one little heart.”
or less.
under its roof. The other brother placed his
j inheriting the spirit of her father and the Elizabeth
■■-i-.l to the end oi time —was nothing, j
“
The old man had rather missed it once 1
house at a very short distance oil, but upon a :
give him a curious look. Had
of her unfortunate mother ; and to
I-..H. and '.tro ity, to this modern infantibeauty
or twice, and
he
diviued
her
he
that
was
thus
covered all summer with the
got hit pretty hard, though no j
thoughts,
j
her the young earl turned as naturally as
d-'.'at-s our Si ate. as it does most grassy plain,
whii
the honor she would fain have one but myself knew anything about it—so j
depreciating
Iu its front was a large open i
rankest verdure.
the sunflower to his god.
I. every year.
!-■
w
And a not less
bestowed? No. His whole soul was iu his hard, in fact, that I was a little alarmed for ;
••common.” in the centre of this, water oozed i
The queen sat in her own apartment,
:n
those competent to up iroiu between the
eg in-- eg
split hoofs of the cows, as !
eyes, and they were gazing upon her beau- the result.”
•v;
.jii.’in. :li!.t. with just exceptions
they came lowing homeward at evening, and j somewhat apart from her ladies. Her sal- tiful face. There were no ambitious hopes
“I got it into my head about that time
g
t
how J in g. neral the rule is, the the barefooted boy who was driving them used | low face ill accorded with the rich apparel
from
their
save that I would like to run down to Washingbeaming
crystal
depths,
to shrink from the [dace, and preferred to make
j which she wore, and which, though superb those that poiut<.,l to the accomplishment ton ana take a took at the forts ana camps.
-t pn'-L
mind is debauched and denioraliztiic circuit of its edge rather than to follow the |
in material, was tasteless in form and col- of his
■u
■;'■ i ci: more so among those of' lead of his more
'Ids
marriage with Elizabeth Tudor. Of Souehow it always galled me a good deal
quiet comrades. Back cl’the j
in strong her
a
in
a; i cue:.,- than of tinopposite classes. house was a large level meadow, reaching to oring. The pearls she wore were
right of succession to the throne of that I could not take my part with the rest,
the very foundations of the building.
1
Through contrast to the yellow and withered neck. England, he never thought. Courtney was and 1 wanted to have look at the tiling any- j
hope !. tiie prevail uce of this crime j
this meadow sluggishly crept the midstream
By a curtained window, in whoso deep uot worldly. The childhood aud youth how. So J called at the house to see Lu..in.;,, in part, to igu irauce of physiology: ol the
adjacent village. .Still further, all three shadow one
might have been easily screen- spout iu prison, cruel and wrong as it cille, and get a short furlough, and 1 sue-!
me to li.-i'.eve, and to sal isfy the conscience !
surroundings were enclosed by lofty hills. The ed from an observation less
keen, Mary had might be iu his oppressor and the oppressor ceeded well. That is, 1 did not see as much
sun
rose
later
and
set
earlier
is
life
not
lit
—a
belief
which
life-giving
upon
nbryoti
a glimpse, now of a fair white neck,
this
than
the
other
fair
homestead.
Till
caught
upon
of his father, had yet its unmeant kindness of Lucille as I wanted, but the old gentle- i
g
v
par: id. ol re as >u, and itself crim- i late in the
forenoon, and long after sunset left shaded by golden tresses, now of a beauti- for the
:
•' when p.-rdated in against, the light,
boy, that had penetrated into tlie in- man gave me leave of absence readily, and
•die hill-side home, damp and chilling emana- ful
arm gleaming through its transparent ner
depths of his manhood, and saved him added :
iia liis'i'e is s greater rea- on than this, be- lions lose from the meadow, and day after day
Beside her own chair, from the curse of that sin
sleeve.
the tender forms of the children that hanging
by which the an‘Suppose something may happen while
a
luderly
use, in enveloped
were trying in vain to grow up healthy withiu which was raised a single step from the
You send me telegram,
you are dare,eh?
gels fell.
i.lie poet's lines at the head oftnis article. For
them.
But all ell’ort was useless. Large fam- floor, knelt Courtney, Earl of Devon. Her
lovnoble
quick.’
Little
dreamed
the
and
not .ni ;. :.on
when tiie eor-t of living and of ilies were born under both roofs. Not oue of
young
penetrating eye marked the wishful glance ers that this was their last interview. The
“Yes,” I replied, “but you know the War
ippiiHii.g a la mi ly i so great.—but all along the children born under the latter homestead that was so often directed to the fair
i
at
girl
don’t allow a fellow to send
the
whereas
other
remained
insisted
on
Charles
Department
escaped,
family
V.,
for the last quarSpanish match,
by
edin; these high pri
healthy ; and when, at the suggestion of a med- the window, and her whole soul kindled not from any good or noble motive, but over the wires just what he wants to.”
r
.a a
tin
new
wants
that
have
eutury,
ical lrieud who knew all the facts we have told, with ill-suppressed indignation.
for a hope of beuefitting himself from the
“Oh, never miud all dat,”said Mitraille,
rung ii| : le more osl ly sty ie of dress, of we visited the place for the purpose of thorWithin a brief half hour she had whisthe
consented
coffers
of
match,
“just
you send something, good or bad, no
we
that
England,
means
oi
and
I
till the myriad j oughly investigating them,
-,
thought
living,
words that, had they fallen from
to by Philip without a feeling towards the matter,
these
two houses were a terribly siguiileaut 11- pered
just the words. I understand
gs that enter into Iioum keeping, hiwc, al-!
have made that
lustration of the existence of this’ all power- Elizabeth’s lips, would
Never you mind
save of mighty quick, ha! lia !
bride
chosen
his
j
father,
by
royal
..
so
-'.In i,
outstripped income—the means of j lul law. Vet these two homes had nothing young heart’s pulse quiver with delight.
utter and supreme indifference, that match the War Department.”
.in! ii111;i•_•■ a family -that marriage hesitates peculiarly noticeable by the passing stranger. He had heard and understood
them, but he became a source of unutterable strife be“And so,” continued John, “off I went
•' w
or
if consummated, It becomes a They were were situated iu the same township bad been wise
to conceal his knowlenough
tween the maiden queen and her subject. without a very clear idea of what was exand
a very short distance oue from the
wiiliiu
-I. 'ii wiili
t.i
human as with tiie brute
,.
; and Mary, half vexed that he could
other, and scarcely any one in the village with edge
Sir Thomas Wyatt, the poet-lover of pected, or how I was do it.”
"r
-'■'■
-d /
V i,; 'f
p lpUl:ll ion.
not appreciate the honor which she would
-lyi.' whom we spoke on the subject
with
us
agreed
Anne Boleyu, Sir Peter Carow, the Duke
And now the rest of it sounds tremendAnd s
without marriage or with, the effect of in our opinion that it was location alone, or
gladly bestow upon him, and half mad of Suffolk, Lord Thomas Gray and others,
like a page from Munchausen, but it
chi
which
lile
or
death
to
fly
that,
the
ously
gave
these baneful arts oi ltixuty i- to i-Ui t mankind.
with rage that he should prefer, as he eviheaded the revolt and made determined re- is all a clear historical fact. Mitraille wrote
inmates of the two.
'lb leinovo these tn's and worse rimes, by
to
the
sudthe
queen,
princess
We might speak of other homesteads which dently did,
sistance to the union of their queen with a a letter which
got to Washington about as
striking at the causes of them, by retracing seem to us now to be very nests of consump- denly dismissed him from her presence.
and a Catholic.
The insurrection soon as I did,
Spaniard
urging me to keep my ears
i lie look which passed between the two
-mr -teps to the more primitive, loss expensive, tion in consequence of this law, and yet not
failed in its object, and Wyatt and many and
and promising if I sent him
one parent- in a hundred acknowledges
even as he
eyes
open,
out
was
not
observed
the
;
i.-i every way better, inodes ot living, may
passed
by
of his followers were executed.
his belief in the truth of our asDuring
of
theoretically
importance he would halve with
anything
,n to li
deserting the path of progress and sertion. Barents themselves, during a long jealous queen. Elizabeth craved permis- its existence, the queen had strenuously re- me on the
I saw by that how terprofits.
to
but
was
refused
with
sion
a
i
withdraw,
lint in this done, in our judg- residence, may escape from the dire influence
-pi iVeiiicnl.
solved to identify with it the two beings
he
was
nervous
getting, and concludribly
s
Tiie foundation of these of location ; and therefore they imagine, if their flash of the eye that spoke the daughter of who had thwarted her ridiculous love
lies tii- iciindy.
ed that affairs must be even worse with him
children arc failing, that some other evil agouher
draw
Y11I.
She
bade
and
|
nigh,
Ileury
is the mistake of young people that they
scheme.
She sent tlie young earl to Toth- j than I knew of. Nevertheless 1 began to
; cy is at work, rather than this law.
then and there she administered a volley of
is' I., gin life wlu re their parents and friends
and placed Elizabeth at be a trifle excited,
Illustrative of this error ou the part, oi parCastle,
eriugay
myself, and though I had
invectives to the youug princess which vied
I anotlici generation end;
under the strictest surveiiauee. a sort of horror of
forgetting that, ents, we cauuot forbear relating the following
Woodstock,
speculation, especially
so
often
in
that
Elizabeth
We know of a house situated about a
quality with those
s in
ii.
times in fifty, everywhere, all the l fact.
and, during this state of things, the detest- gold gambling, I commenced to look around
loot above and just ou the edge of a small lake. afterwards bestowed upon all who awakenms ol the
latter for larger, and, perhaps,
ed match had gone on and the royal pair me
The cellar, if there be one, must be below the ed her
pretty sharply for items. Amoug other
frequent jealousies. She did not had removed to Windsor to
un ions
a honey- adventures I fell in with old Sam Gorham
living, have come from beginning level of the water. The house, built with taste,
spend
her any more than she would have
i.iII, working up, little by little, by the iudus- nestles amid over-hanging, thickly leaved trees, spare
moon of which there was
only the weak- of Cincinnati, one of our correspondents,
the meanest of her attendants. Even
and frugality which the former now des- j1 through which the sun’s rays cau scarely per- spared
est and most absurd fondness ou tlie part and a
nephew of his a queer spoon of a
The homestead is then the young princess had within her the
ctrate even at mid-day.
of the too mature bride, and the merest fellow, and we went around
into their present abundant means.
sight-seeing
i overrun with the springing woodbine, clematis, germ of that strong and bitter sarcasm,
indifference on that of the bridegroom.
.huing iin-ii! Do you envy the line houses, and honeysuckle,—coolness, dampness, and a that ungovernable thirst for love, and that
together.
Xot only’ tlie gentle Wyatt, but Lord
ud the general prosperous condition ol most little sunlight arc the characteristics of the
“Nothing would do for either uncle or
Iti the midst of summer it the beau ideal passion for coquetry that distinguished her
of Suffolk nephew but a continual succession of cockThomas
tin professional, mercantile, and men of spot.
and
Duke
the
Gray
after
She
and
of a quiet, relined country house, which any
years.
replied wittily
saucily
were executed for their share iu the revolt. tails, and I Lad to leave them in their rooms
And are you lying back one, even the most fastidious, would desire to to the
whatever calling ?
jealous sister forgetting for the mosomewhat the worse for
■vailing, somehow, to get into this condition occupy. Vet as we have looked at it, and have ment that she was her queen ; and Mary To the prisoners some show of mercy was soon after dinner,
remembered how oue by one the children born j
for inwear while I continued my searcl
she
offered
a
exhibited.
To
reElizabeth
lore you start to do, or to be, anything’/
who had ever hated the daughter of Anne
in it have been cut oil’ by consumption either
ou condition of her becoming
the tormation under difficulties.
'l ist of them will be proud to tell you how I
lease,
that
she
resolved
hence
would
forth,
at puberty or at early manhood or womanhood,
Boleyn,
wife of the duke of Savoy, hoping by this
“I didn’t find out anything in particular
my began; the little house, with its little fur- we have turned with loathing from all its ex- exclude her from those interviews which
to rid herself and the kingdom of her all that
uight or the next forenoon, but I
nishing; plain food; few luxuries; the young ternal beauties, and have regarded them all as she had intended should'take place with the plan
so many false and fatal allurements, bringing
She was mistaken. Elizabeth’s saw the
-lie who was “a helpmeet indeed,
j young earl and herself.
herself inpresence.
sights pretty effectually, and about
inevitable ruin to those who should fall within
own conduct.
were opened
noon I went into my friends’ room to wake
Elizabeth’s
life
eyes
Mary’s
was
therefore
one
of
m-trions like the other, and saving up wliat- the
by
perof
their influence.
sphere
r she could to assist him to
She was sedulously kept England had refused to Mary what they them up. I found the uephew lolling disThese tales are no creations of our lmagiu- ! petual restraint.
capital in ills
had granted to Henry VIII—the right to consolately in a chair, and the uncle in bed
i-iness, and so by joint effort “to get on in lion, but positive and undeniable facts. [Dr. from seeing Courtney, except for a few
Henry i. Bowditch.
hurried chance meetiugs in the galleries or name a successor to the throne—and the with a high fever, the natural result of his
die world.”
now learned the fact that Phillip’s foolishuess the
day before. The hopeful
upon the staircase of the royal abode. princess
I>ii you four derision, young friends, if you
THE4TMEXT OF IIA IIS.
adherents had hoped to prove her illegiti- youth began the story of his tribulation, by
of
love
the
two
Then,
indeed,the
rapturous
•< ! out in, and
pursue tlie way which has alone
Mr. Stephen Bowman, ltensselaer Co., N. V., fond hearts found amends for
absence in the macy iu order to press his right of descent stating that he had expected his aunt there
U'ii your predecessors, as it will you, to suchaving in early life become dissatisfied with
of hands or the thrilling kisses from the house of Lancaster to constitute that day, but had received a letter from her
pressure
cess and
happiness? Remember, it is only ordinary ham and bacon, tried to improve upou j
Added to these
which they contrived to give when the at- him the heir of Mary.
saying that she had been delayed and could
snobs and pretentious nobodies you have to them, and at last concluded he could accom- j
called another way, and rumors were tonder remembrances of him not come at once.
his purpose by smoking the tub instead tendants were
plish
I he sensible will both
fear.
applaud the act of the meat. He is satislled with his plan, which had
“I asked him what the doctor had said
Mary seen or suspected, would whose young life was again wasting iu a
a id cheer you on.
For who does not admire, which he has practiced for llfty-two years, and
have caused uot only banishment, but per- prison, and under all these circumstances, about his uncle.
as some worship, heroes; but where is there communicates it substantially as follows : Place
Elizabeth decided wisely to bide her time.
“‘Oh, the old man’s right sick, and I
over a small lire, made of corn cobs, haps death.
nobler heroism- -mostly unwritten indeed— the tub
did not even succeed iu being reckon I’d better telegraph to Aunt Sally
Once indeed they met, and, strangely
or rock maple, and smoke for
Philip
walnut,
green
thun these brave architects of their own forabout four hours. For one hundred pounds of
enough, their interview was neither watch- crowned, as was his own and Mary’s re- to come ou right off.’”
tunes.
If, from u false pride, you wait till you meat, use four quarts of salt, two ounces of ed nor forbidden.
“On the plea of a splitting headache, he
At the end of along solve, but
determining to lessen bis excessan start and support a family at the cost, and
saltpeter, and two pounds of sugar. Before
I
me to send his message, and
a deeply arched window, ive
was
there
lie
the
went
with
begged
nation,
the meat is put into the tub, rub a little salt in gallery
unpopularity
:ii the splendor, which only wealth can afford;
time
same
the
I
would
send
one
at
so
which
the
as
over
to the extent of proclaiming the release of thought
near the bones, and place a part of the salt in
drapery hung
heavily
to the majority, the greatest of earthly bless- the smoked
tub; then put iu the meat rather to exclude the light almost entirely. With- several distinguished prisoners, of whom 1 to Mitraille & Co.
Well, his telegram,
‘Dou’t wait for
ings, home and family, may never come; and loosely, cover with cold water, and put in the in its deep shadow three or four persons Elizabeth was tlie most illustrious, and al- save the direction, read:
saffjrcrcr, and the remainder of the salt.
so countless of the sexes
unpaired and un- sugar,
Uncle Sam very sick indeed.”
have
been
hidden
from
obserfrom
so
of
latter
the
auythiug.
utterly
might
The hams will be ready for use In three weeks.
Mary’s
protecting
“While mine was simply;
blest; School Commissioners and Governors The above is for cold
vations ; and it was to this window that
and
as warm
a

is

did,

ever

could

treat the

j

j

j

1

■

j

■

■

■

...

■

|

■

■

weather;

weathand if a

lamenting in their messages a population des- er comes on more salt is to be added,
Courtney led the golden-haired princess,1
t.royed, as the result. When a Spartan youth stronger flavor of smoke is required, remove both trembling at the unwonted good forthe meat and brine, and smoke the tub again.
tune that gave them the opportunity to meet
complained to his mother who was fitting him Beef
may be put in the tub with the hams and
for the wars, that his sword was too short— iu about six
weeks taken out to dry.
Mr. B. unmolested.
fake a step nearer the foe” was the brave re- claims that this method is easier, cheaper, and
“I have strange news for your ear, fair
ply. So, if your means are too short., take a j better than the usual way, and that the hams princess,” said the young earl.
are completely kept from the attacks of insects,
step, sword In hand, nearer this cruel foe of ;
The kind eyes beamed lovingly upon him
portion of a cut ham may be returned to
j Any brine.
mandlud -Fashion and Extravagance—and
He states that he has kept hams in as he told her the tale of the Emperor of
| the

t try

and

success arc vours.

vie-1

this way until October.

Spain having planned

a

pretty

annoying spite.

The earl of Devon was included among
“Nothing stirring. Having a good
those who were released, but his freedom time.”
was accompanied by a significant permis“Now how ou earth these two little afsion to go abroad, so the lovers were fairs got interchanged is a mystery to me
prevented from ever again meeting. At to this day. Perhaps I did it; I don’t know ;
Padua the earl was seized with symptoms but twisted they certainly were, and somethat left no doubt of poison, and rumor as- how both of them passed the censors.
cribed the cruel murder to the imperialists. When Mitraille opened his, he straightway
Who can tell how powerfully this unhap- imagined that something had gone to smash
match between the

any
further.
I even managed to persuade him
to close up his gold accouut aud
quit it. 1
had Lucille to help me in that.
“The net figure was a very handsome
one I tell
you, aud there was little trouble
about making the other arrangements after

iottle which had contained kerosene oil, wrap
a copy of a Minnesota newspaper, Clio
ate being shown to have been the only sub
senber of that sheet in Newbury port ai that

not a resident can for a moment realize
the fearful state of terror and alarm into which
that community has been thrown by the unobstructed and remorseless conduct of this fiend
in applying the torch.
Fires were so numerous that they were expected every
night, and
uo man could retire to rest without
feeling a
probability that he would be aroused from
slumber ere the morning dawned by the pealing notes of the alarm bells. Every one was
suspected aud every one was under the surveillance of the police and of his neighbors.
Sometimes the efforts of the “fire bug/' as be
came to be called, were futile, but his tracks
were apparent in the
morning in the discovery
of his patent tire box, leaning against some
building which he sought to destroy. These
boxes were uniformly of one size and shape,
made of the same wood, fastened with the
same nails, and constructed in an
uniformly

knew Choate, and Fitz had been left behind
because he did.
Under various pretences the
officers, on the uight of their arrival, called at
uumcrous houses or cabins in quest of their
man.
Finally a party appeared at the door ot
a cabin, in response to a summons, and hi-id
the candle that the officers might light their cigars. While this process was going ou Sargeni
! remarked to the stranger that he did not look
like a Western booster, to which was given the
response that lie was not: that lie had beeu iu
those parts but a short time.
M:-. Sargent then
suggested that lie looked like a “down E ester,''
| and he replied at once that he belonged in New
:
buryport, Mass. Sargent then inquired his
name, and he said it was Leonard Choate.
Major Mellrath then informed iiim that he had
j a warrant for his arrest. Choate manifested
!
no surprise ami did not cure to hear ike war
rant read, saying merely if he was to be taken
I he would be ready alter collecting a lew things
! He was
then put into the carriage and started
1
once more for Massachusetts.
On the way to
St. Paul he asked for what he was arrcstc-d,
and on being informed that he knew as well a*
any one, replied “Very well, you say so; tinnext thing is to prove it.
Having heard .Sari gents name called he asked the latter if In
wasn’t the party who pursued and arrested
1
Samuel Mills, a New Hampshire murderei.
and ou receiving an affirmative answer remark! ed, “Well, I’ve heartl of you and recollect al!
j about that case, but l ilidu't expect to be in
troduced to you out this way, though.” Marl shal Fitz was rejoined at St. Paul and started
with Sargent and his prisoner for home on Lini following day, reaching
Newburyport last Frii

ped in

time.
Further evidence, anil lhal which is of

a

very

important character, has been obtained through
Mr. Sargent’s instrumentality, hut as its if,,
my bank account wa3 made up. My honor- closure might possibly tend to defeat the ends
ed father-in-law had the blindest faith iu of justice we refrain iron; giving it publicity at
the present time.
my judgment ; but I told Lucille all about
These facts
made known to the Mayor
it.
What’s more, I don’t aud won’t specu- it was deemedbeing
expedient to arrest Choate; but
late, and I wont do business for any firm before this course was determined upon Choate left the city, audit was learned|that he had
that does.
It’s all a clear case of luck.”
John threw the stump of his cigar into gone to Lilly l’oml, Minnesota, 50 miles from
the Fulls of St. Authouy, and the necessary
the ashes, aud I pulled away at mine, wonpapers having been procured Detective Sargeni
dering if there was any luck iu my getting and City Marshal Fitz started in pursuit. They
left Newburyport the 13th of February, anil
that piece of shell iu my ankle.
without any but necessary stops pushed for
ward until the night, of the 17th, when the>
The Newburyport Incendiary.
reached Si. Paul. There Major Mellrath. the
No topic has excited a more lively interest Chief of Police, was consulted, and the next
during the past two years than the matter or' morning he and Mr. Sargent started for Minthe identity of the man who lias created a ter- neapolis. There they learned that a Massaror in the hearts of the people of
Newburyport chusetts man named Chut' had gone forward
by his numerous acts of Incendiarism. The into the interior about fifty miles, and was enpublic has from time to time learned through gaged in getting out railroad ties from the forthe columus of the newspapers of fires in that est.
Taking a double team they pushed rapidsomewhat ancient city, aud have been inform- ly forward, and eventually reached the neighed of the excitement that prevaile d there. But borhood ot Lilly Pond. Neither of the officeruo one

bungling

manner.

few inches

In the boxes was a caudle,
a block or' wood, and
saturated with kero-

long, set in
surrounded by shavings
a

sene

oil.

The candle

would

bum

a

certain

number of hours
fore it fired

according to its length, bethe shavings.
These implements
to be looked for as
regularly as

finally came
the morning recurred,
i in' people wore in a
The 'firebug" came and went
state of frenzy.
noiselessly as the shadow aud secretly as a
dream, escaping all eyes that watched for him,
eluding all hands that twitched in a nervous

A citizen could not go
desire to grasp him.
abroad at night with a bundle that he was not
followed, scrutinized, and in many cases, under
official authority, made to give an account of
himself. Kays from dark lanterns were suddeuly flashed in the eyes of pedestrians by policemen, who, with the illuminating apparatus
in one hand and a revolver in the other, were
impatient to explore and reveal the mystery.
To cross a man’s garden, to scale a fence, or to
be seen under any circumstances that were not
perfectly natural and quickly explainable, after
dark, subjected one to the danger of a bullet
from the hands of house owners who came to
guard their property with zealous cire. Men
who all their lives had borne irreproachable
characters, were regarded by their fellows with
suspicion, and watched with untiring vigilance
uutil their innocence was made apparent by the
occurrence of another tire which it was known
they could not have caused.
The Mayor aud police authorities were importuned in vain. They exerted every faculty
and strained every nerve, but the “fire bug"
ranged unharmed and unrestrained. A party
of leading citizens formed themselves into a
secret vigilance committee, with tiie avowed
purpose of unearthing the fellow if possible.
Not wishing to act entirely on their own responsibility, they consulted the Mayor, aud
advised him to call into requisition the services of some detective more experienced, and,
as they hoped he would prove, more acute
than the very respectable but thus far unsuccessful local authorities.
Acting upon this advice Mayor Pierce, about
a year since, went to Boston and implored the
or advice of the authorities there.
Upon the
recommendation of Jfcputy Chief Savage, Moses Sargent, formerly of the Boston detective
police force, but of late years a private and independent detec tive, was employed to iuvestlthe case, and if possible bring the olTender

j
I

I
j

day uight.

Two melancholy suicides lately occurred
in 'sail Francisco, both ot which were in
The body ot' Lieut.
the regular army.
j .John F. Small was found in hi- room,
j
n
dressed in full uniform, aud completely
i ered
by tbe clothing of the bed. On
j stand near the head of the couch was a large
j
lie left
which contained chloroform,
! vial
several letters, one of which read as fol
'■

“Sin Francisco, Ki.n. r.i. lSfla
Mv Dear Brother : I cannot endure life Ion
ger. Go to the Fort aud get everything there
that belongs to me. Should any one ever speak
ol me In your presence in terms that reflect
upon my honor as a gentleman, or m\ integrity
Good-live,
as a
man, shoot him on the spot.
dear brother; live aud be happy, it possible,
aud when you die, die game.
I
“John.
Your brother,

i

1

_day

A part of the counterpane bad been
saturated with chloroform; lie bad also
covered his face with it, and thus passed oil'
into the

sleep

of death.

i

plenty ot
position, and

He had

means, anil held an honorable

no reason is known why lie should have
destroyed bis own life. The same day tbe
body of Lieut. Col. John G. Scott was tbuud

bis bed, with both bis wrists cut on both
completely severing the arteries, the
blood from which had flowed into a washing-bowl at one side aud in the water-pitcher on tire other.
Everything went to show
that after cutting his wrists, he must have
held them over the two vessels until Hi'.became almost extinct, aud it must have required wonderful coolness, considering hi
terrible position. An empty bottle marked
laudanum aud poison, and half a bottle ol
chloroform, were found in the room, but
there was no evidence that lie had taken

on

sides,

gate
to justice.

The facts above related are perhaps mostly
familiar witli the public, aud desiring if possible to give our readers a more minute and
reliable accouut of what followed than lias yet
been printed, we have consulted a well-known
and responsible gentleman, who is a resident
of Newburyport, and has interested himself
particularly in the investigations, which it is
believed have now been crowned with success,
and from him aud in other ways we have learned some matters which may be regarded by the
public with interest while the trial of the alleged incendiary is pending.
Detective Sargent, alter looking the case
over and digesting the tire-boxes on exhibition
at the City .Marshal’s office in Newburyport,
together with all other matters bearing upon
the identity of the culprit, which had at that
time been exhumed, and which, by the way,
were very few, lorined his theory and set to
work in its verification. Taking a list of all
parties on whom the slightest circumstances
had thrown suspicion, he and one of his confidential assistants placed under surveillance each
and every one until they became satisfied ot their
One very respectable geninnocence in turn.
lor
tleman was under espionage night and
benearly the whole of the winter of 1SG7-GShim.
fore suspicion was entirely diverted from
This was not until the advent ot last spring,
the inwhen it was supposed the “season” of
in years past opcendiary was over, as he had
erated exclusively in the winter season.
it was
Finally, when last December came,
assumed that the “fire season had at rived
the party last
again, aud watch was set upon
alluded to. He had been under espionage from
the 22d of December until the Gist, when TapIt was then certain
pan’s barn was burned.
he did not do that job of incendiarism.
When news of this confiagration reached Mr.
Sargent ho forthwith repaired to Newburyport
and went to work in person. It was entirely

lows:—

!

j

1

poison.
lost
Many years ago a Boston lawyer got
<<u Cape Cod.
the
in
woods,
traveling
to the dooi
Coming to a house, he rode up
and accosted the lady of the house a follows :
while

me who 1 was, who 1
where I am going, I
and
l
where
am,
am,
She eyed him a
will give you a dollar.”
“You were Kent
moment, and then said:
the minister, you are now Kent tho lawyer :
you are in Falmouth woods, and you are
goiug to the devil.” He handed her the
dollar and rode on. The lady happened to

“Madam, if you tell

know him.
Two medical men were recently called
sick
to decide the cause of illness of a very
man. “It is asevere case ot typhoid fever,
said one. “1 think not, said the second.
till the tirst
They disputed and discussed,
we shall liud out
“Never
mind,
said:
when we make the post mortem examina

tiou.”

The sick

man

did

not

smile.

The Bangor Whig is taunting the Democrats
that the situation in that
A very
amount of gold interest
GENERALITIES.
serious than it has hitherto
want of success in the recent past, and
with
which
will
falls
due
three
the
next
months,
Matanzas
Echo newspaper of
! appeared. toThe
ridiculing their persistence. It says—
The Editor of the Belfast Jonrnal likes
have received intelleugence that swell
this amount.
professes
“
We wonder they never take into account
has
meat. Livingston tells of several AfriFlorencio Jimiuez. a rebel general,
present“
strong
to strengthen the useless amount of time they waste in preOf what avail are laws
can tribes who are so fond of strong meat,
ed himself to the Spanish authorities to receive
be exercised not so much on personal prefertheir
stiff-necked
and
forlorn
a
to
senting
and
hope
leaders
that
the public credit,” and talk about payments
and that he says other
they wilt touch none until it Is nearly puences as with an eye single to the good of the pardon,
ungrateful people.”
trid.
members of the
junta at Villa in
[Machlas Republican.
of
exists?
republic. So far it would seem that he regards Clara will follow revolutionary
state
this
while
their
for
the
existed
Christian religion has
his example, provied
Why,
What a prize they might tlud at the Repubthe position as a candy cornucopia from which
cona
safe
be
be spared, and they
Do the radicals think
are
with eighteen hundred years, and still the larger lican oflicc!
granted
he is to extract a sugar-plum for the good hoys lives
duct to some port from which they can make
who have given him some of their plum-cake,
idiots?
part of the world is unconverted. Would the
A western editor is sued for a libel by a
sail from the island.
Several of the and accordingly it is that there is a keen point
were indications of a storm.
Whig therefore recommend that wo all become horse-breaker, whom the wicked types make
■■ ■
■
to the effect lhaL j
more cautious skippers had got underway and in holy Ben’s reported jest,
a
Offices
Go.
house-breaker.
How the
pagans. It is only a sense of right, an adher“because
sailed clear from the lleet, and were compara- John A. Griswold was not appointed
The Gardiner Reporter reports knock-downs
We all have heard of the prayer ol the ance to truth and principle, that make men patively safe. But there was no time now for he didn’t subscribe enough!”
Thus it will be remembered that, Mr. Stewothers to follow their example. As the darktient, persistent and hopeful. There have been in that city, growing out of political discus
old
Lord
the
to take parfellow
who
wanted
of
iu
favor
the
out
was
art
present
un-,
early
ness came down the storm increased; the wind
before now unbelieving scoffers at truth crush- slons. Can't they
agree about the distribution
howled through the rigging, the sea rose, seeth- happy occupant of the White House, bled liberticular care of his family, without
ed to earth that was destined to rise again.
1869.
MARCH
THURSDAY,
25,
so
late
of the pap?
even
for
|
and,
purposes,
campaign
ing and raging in its fury.
The waves broke ally
“
to the rest of the world.
Lord, bless mo
in feathery whiteness over the shoals, and the as the day before inauguration, was chief, in !
Joshua Nyc, Ex-chief Constable, is ferocious
[From the Augusta Standard.]
vessels strained heavily at their anchors, as that friendly delegation which presented Mr.
and my wife, my son John aud his wife—
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING,
j about the strangling of the State Police bill,
title
a
and
the
FOUND.
with
check
for
Grant
§05,000
they rose and fell with the billows. Tho snow
—BY—
us four, and no more. Amen 1”
This idea
and wants to run a new party.
The plunder
llew thick and fast, blinding the eyes of the deeds of the house that sum was supposed to
On one of the streets leading from the State
H. SIMPSON, seems to
WILLIAM
him.
Mr.
Wash-!
have
from
just
purchased
have seized fast hold of the ap- House in this city on Friday last, a morocco seekers do make a football of tho great m iral
fishermen, who were all on deck, anxiously
burne’s benefactions we all know. They could
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
n, that's a fact.
watching.
covered memorandum book, which contains quos
those
power at Washington, having been
Ah through the uight the storm continued. not possibly have been higher. They are
at suit” has just been decided in BaltiA
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creator.
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a
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to
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within the year, $2,50; at the expiration oi the year, $3,00. acted upon thus far, aud
Heevy seas swept the decks of the vessels, in
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checks
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inch
oi
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several instances sweeping overboard some
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one.
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in the charged as a full
Judgment for plaintiff,
death.
On board each craft the skipper or fate of the Presidency, hung trembling
J. o. King.
for Grant, from the Under,
i with one cent and cost lrom defendant.
broken. The men who
debalance, that Mr. Grant was led to seek the acand
Guardians
some one of the crew whose coolness could be
Executors
Administrators,
resolved Waigcs for session
3150 00
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Mr. please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
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worth at Least
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rected
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Every Hoar's contributions,
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Mr. CrcswelPs contributions to this donation
one who cut made the danger still greater, as
made
have
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SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers clothes, hoots, brooms, Ac.,
I)r. Mudd has received his pardon and got
it added to the number of those that were drift- party do not precisely appear, but, if tendered, changed, must state the Post Ollice to which the paper
9 weeks aud a hafe bed room
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their
aud election sure. Brothers- expenses
When Sunday morning of two things we are sure; first, that they have has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
4 (32 home to
bol d 47 apple Pise
ing among the fleet.
i
“My Maryland.”
2 85
in All 19 minse Pise at 15 cense eech
dawned about twenty vessels out of the fleet not been forgotten; and, secondly, were not
old West Point crackers
3 51
and Chees 2 24 ginger Gaiks 1 30
8. M. Pettengii.l & Co., G State St., Boston, and in-law, army associates,
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country, to programme, and when
after a brief investigation, was sentenced to be
ditch
the
ice
and
she was immersed Lew’s slaves. Of course she lost her slaves,
gave way,
been a Grand Master of the Masonic Frater- shot.
plying the match, will blow it sky-high, and in
collect the revenue, and
apply the Confusion that ensues will seat himself or in the water to her arm pits. She was com- and much of her other property.
n.ty in Maine, and was the strong pillar of the
Intense excitement pervails
throughout the these savings to a reduction of the debt.
pelled to remain thus in the water for almost
Abolition party in its days of weakness. He
cries
have been heard of “Viva
city. Frequent
his next friend in the Collector’s chair.
We two hours, when her cries of
The late term of the Court in Knox County
atleaves a large family of descendants, many of
That
would
be
better
deep
than
all
the
and
there
are
Cespedes,”
fears of a riot.
paper have no interest in this matter, only to forecast tracted the attention of two men whoagony
was very brief, but long enough to grant tliir
them distinguished in the public service, Senahappenabout
the credit
ed Lo be passing near the place, who
tor Fessenden being the eldest.
Havana, March 22. The man who was ar- that could be
events for our radical friends here.
helped teen divorces.
her out.
passed from now till dooms- coming
While in the water, and doubtless
rested on the wharf on Saturday, on the
And we tell them that the Philistines are upon
charge
A Radical correspondent, who ought to know of theft proves to have been a
Acts
are
caused
Dr. Odenheiuie, lllshop of New Jersey, reher
to
I
to
words in the
by
superior
struggles
get out, she was
Cuban rebel. He day.
them.
about such things, says we who stay at home was tried and sentenced
seized with pains of travail, and after
a court-martial in eyes of men of business
fuses to lay his hands in continuation on the
by
being
have little idea of the
carried home she was delivered of a
army camped in Wash- the afternoon, and was shot at six o’clock on
But instead of such measures, there is
ridiculous towers that adorn the heads of wo
The annexation fever is spreading in the after which she
ington—a seedy army of bummers, fellows who the same evening.
The
Immediately expired.
Captain-General
Hulce
an
increase
of
the
He will have natural hair or none.
will have to borrow
over re- British Provinces.
babe
New
expenditures
tire
and
is
In
Brunswick
lived,
before
well.
issued
a
leave
Mrs. Blair men.
money
apparently
they
proclamation addressed to
yesterday
town.
He gives specimens of the remarks one the citizens of Havana in
which lie refers to ceipts, and a consequent increase of the Legislative Assembly Mr. Cudlip, the member was a young and beautiful woman. She was
Mr. T. II. Gerrish, City Treasurer of Lowell,
hears in going through the lobbies of the
not quite eighteen years of
the
has proved a defaulter,
lie doesn't know
over a for St.
age, and had been
enpi- the events of the day before. He says Ids debt.
John, gave notice of a resolution for married about one year.
l,ol:
“Pet me see your
blue-book,” “cau’t you promise of maintaining order and justice has decrease from
whether he has lost tlfcy, sixty or seventy
to March, there is
the appointment of a committee to devise ways
go and introduce me to Routwell?” “what do been observed. The man who had
thousand dollars.
Speculation and extrava
just been an actual enlargement of the debt from
'The Patten Voice learns that as Mr. Richard
governors of Territories get?” “don’t you executed was probably
and means for securing the annexation of New
instigated by others to
gance are the causes of Ids fall.
Sanborn of Island Falls was
of over
think you could get me an Interview with the create a
last,
millions.
The
a
it
felling
and
spruce
was
Brunswick to the United States. The Attorney tree it
disturbance,
necessary to
Rev. Dr. Pomeroy, formerly of Bangor, is
President?” “my services must be
lodged against another tree, lie began
are the
recogniz- act in his case with exemplary severity. The
figures—
General objected the that resolution wits treato cut this tree in order to let the
ed,” “the party is going to d—1 if Grant goes proclamation concludes with a
spruce down, dead.
ad1,1868
flattering
when
it
on in this way,” “what business has he to
started suddenly, and he ran
sonable, and the House refused to allow it lo
make dress to the citizen volunteers. The captain- Juue
leaving
In a speech Senator Fessenden remarked
1, 1858
his axe in the tree.
his own brother-in-law marshal here?” do
Somehow in the falliug of
you general will hold a review of all troops in and
go on the notice book.
the
1868
trees
the axe was sent
know where there’s a vacant consulship?” “had around Havana to-morrow.
1,
into the that Grant is likely to have a hard time of it.
whirling
In a skirmish near
air some L> feet, and it came down
1 better get all tbe names I can, or will a few
Nobleboko. The following is the list of
edge first, It seems that if the new President, isn’t afraid,
Trinidad, the rebel General Schmidt was killed. September 1, 1868
2,535,614,313
first-class signatures be best?’ “when bad 1 Two more
inflicting a severe wound upon Sanborn’s arm, his friends are afraid for him.
October
1868
in
that
1,
plantations
officers chosen at the spring election—Moder- as
have
jurisdiction
2,534,643,718
it
meant
better put in my papers?” “is it a fact that been
him.
though
;
destroyed by the rebels. A journal here November 1, 1868
2,527,129,552 ator, J. Mulligan; Clerk, T. G. Pillsbury; SeGrant won’t examine papers himself?” “I have reports that the
Dr. J. R. Files, of Monroe, who has been
towns ol Manuacaragua and December
in
Success
1868
lile
is
1,
been here every inauguration since Jackson’s Portrero were
very apt to make us forget
2,536,031,844 lectmen, J. Mulligan, J. P. Hatch,-- Flagg;
burned by order of Cavada. The
long 111 with lingering consumption, died in
the
time
when
we
wasn't
1869
much. It is just so
time,” said an old gentleman, “but I never be- Prensa reports that
1,
2,540.707,201 Treasurer, If. P. Cotton; School Committee, with the
twenty-flve insurgents,
fore saw such a greedy pack as there Is lu most of them of
frog on the jump; he eau’t remember that town last week. He graduated at Bow1, 1869
J. A. Hatch.
high rank in the rebel army,
The colored when he was tadpole—hut other
2,556,205,658
All Democrats.
folks can doiu, aud was an assistant surgeou during the
Washington now.”
were captured and excuted within live
leagues March I, 1869
[Billings.
troops fought nobly, but were defeated.
war
of

Some Strange Excavations.
[From the New York World.]
It is a pity that Mr. Grant does not grasp the
idea that the Presidency is not a donation, but
a trust, and that its functions are, therefore, to

Tho Recent Gale on Georges
I From tho Capo Ann Advertiser, March 19.]
Saturday night, Cth instant, will long be remembered by the fishermen of this port, who
were exposed to the fury of one of the most
violent gales that was ever experienced on the
treacherous Banks of Georges. There were,
as near as can be ascertained, one hundred and
fifty sail of vessels lying at anchor, quite near
The day had been spent in fisheach other.
ing, but tiie latter part of the afternoon there

Trinidad, but adds

quarter is

The

heavy

more

gold,

they

Republican

Grant is called upon to decide the delicate

A woman who many years ago mended
Grant’s coat, is iu Washington and wants son
otnees for her family.
Her.chances for pri/
in

j
j

take up
trusted.

of season in a

The Portland Transcript, which lias not been
friendly to the administration of President
Johnson, is moved by a sense of justice i.
make the following statement
Those estimable ladies, the daughters oi

Andy Johnson, left the Mansion in better or
der than it has ev< r been left in before by an
outgoing President, and then was none of tb>

disposing

public

shameful

\

rooster fails to
to crow over the result in New Hamp
shire, and is waiting for Connecticut. It mav
even then have to content itself with a cackle
Democratic roosters are slightly below par.

[ Bangor Whig
1 hey roost high enough to command
Let it stand from under.
Whig's p isition

■

serving

}

Under a law passed by the Legislature this
winter it,' porgics can lie caught by seine with
iu three miles of the shore, under penalty of a
fine not less than rjloi) nor more than $500af,
and the forfeiture ol boats and apparatus; bn
a not of not more than one hundred and
torn
meshes deep shall not ire deemed a seine.

j

|

nepotism.

neighbor’s

laughable anecdote is to! i of conductoi
the Philadelphia and Baltimore Railroad
An old gent got. on at Chester, bound south
without a ticket.
Conductor came along as
as usual, and called for his fare.
“What is die
fare?" said old gent. “Where are you going
asked the conductor.
i'o --11," replied tin
old gent, angftily.
“Then,"said the conductor,
“give me twenty-live cents, and get ol)' at Wil
mington."
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr. was confirmed
Collector of Customs for 1’ irtlan I. Me cosier

fully

day

tration would lie to anoint little
IsraeT~
breeches with mucilage, and set him down hi
the Collector's chair at Portland
It is done

| There's
j
:

1

j

again,

lias been

i existing
proposed healing

long

Congress,

Democracy

<

1

containing

full particulars, may lie

above.

as

disposi-

New Orleans paper says that. Col. Gusev,
appointee to the New Orleans Collec
torship, is not unconnected with the President.”
What new appointee is f
1 Prentice

already

gave in on

boasting

forty-five

82,500,528,827
2,510,245,886
2,523,535,580

January
February

2,545,336,904

chihf,

new

The office-seekers have made Grant sick. 11,-

j

ness.

Saturday, too
Taking Richmond

ill to attend to busl
was

nothing

to It.

1

child ot Mr. Henry Wall, of St. lleorge.
being locked into the house a few days since
A

while its mother went out. set lire to its cloth
and was so severely burned that death re
suited in a few hours.

lug,

Southern merchants are reported as in New
York, buying their stocks for cash In hand,
ami with more care and
flush times of old.

judgment

than in tin

The editor of the (iardiner Home Jourti
toot the pioneers in the temperance

otle

cause

don't like the way the
Constabulary 1511', was.
iHsposoii of. He .says--

strengthening

intelligence.

August

Do 'cmltcr to June.

A

faithfully

May
following
May

Circulars,

! the

strengthening

Notwithstanding
February

.mm

mortgage sinking fund bond, secured by land
gram, and paying seven per cent interest in
gold, free of government tax. Their present
price is D.”. and accrued interest in currency.
had

Congress

promises

changed

which are now being ottered by the
well-known banking house ot Lee, Higginson \
1 n-, 10 State
strt'et, Boston. These are a first

[

privileges,

)

severe upoi
the spine and

| Company,

j

j

spicuous

to

Rui.koad Bonds for Invkstmkni.
Tin- at
tention of capitalists Is Invited to tin* bonds of
the Lake Superior and
.Mississippi Railroad

\

sufficiently
advantage,

Lewis, of Boston, is

The Law Term of the Supreme Court o,
Maine, for the Middle District, held at Bangor

Congress

capitalists

Great an

lls.

I lirei■ men iiam. 1 Darnells,
passengers ou
the Mississippi steamer. Belle of Memphis, re
cently asked the captain to stop at Island No
10, as three passengers would get oil at that
place. He did so. and when the three expected
passengers appeared the 1) iruells' shot and kill
ed them all. Tney then dlsemtiarked, and left
without being molested.
Dr. Dio

gallantly

gains

doubt that, he wil! stick.

velocipedes, us very injurious
general health.

English,

■

no

tlie Wasliliui

Democracy

pected
greenbacks.

[Washington despatch.

About the time of Grant's election vve pro
dieted that one of the first acts of his adminis-

j

advantage
willingly.

account

that city.

ot

.V

j

give
capitalists

Virginian

on

question

people,

in the

published

provide

---

of liis death, Hon. W. B. S
engaged in repairing and puttin :
iu order for working tlie Oxford Ironworks
near Lynchburg, Va.
He had expended tln r.
A public meeting of citizens
about -H0,000.
passed resolutions testifying to his high chir
actor and lamenting his death.
A committe*
time

attended the funeral, of which an

appointment.

platform,

At tlie

Moore was

provided

capitalists

the

L. has been discovered that a man who was
out a three years’ term of imprison
ment for grand larceny in the Vutnirn (X. 4
State Prison, is entirely innocent, and he has
been set at liberty.

family.”

people.

It is said tiiat tlie Indians of the Plains will
not take scalps from the heads ol negro soldi.
killed in battle.

The Belfast Journal says its

appointment

ratifying

ex

come out

city

right

whieh eharaeteri/' d the

■

j

manifestly

robbery

Mrs. Lincoln.

I<>f

outspoken

thing

in Albion.

understanding, HOC; mutually indifferent,
1 (JOB; regarded as happy, 2(54; nearly happ\
2(>; perfectly tiappy, 0; total, 8082.

system”

passed

pond

Some one in Portland lias prepared the i
lowing matrimonial statistics for that city
Runaway wives, 04; runaway husbands, la
married persons legally divorced, .147; living
iu open warfare, 1445; living in private mis

following

atlinily

Douglas

a

Two young men in Kendall’s Mills were fined
each $5 and costs for cacthing a pickerel out

j

j

wu-

proposes to publish at Wash
newspaper devoted to the interests ot
the colored people of the country.
Fred

ington

Covington, Ky.,
family,

obstinacy
governing
fight
Every

He

The depth of the snow in Canada is shown
tlie story told by a >St. Albans paper ol
traveller in the vicinity of Three Rivers, whohorse became entangled iu a telegraph wir
and received injuries from which it died. Tin
wire was twenty feet from the ground!

passed,

distinctly

to-morrow."

collection

a

by

only
pending

gold.

ar.

appointments may ue expected to m
We see that they are all
rapidly.
the family way.
I’reutice.
A negro preacher, recently arrested in New
Orleans as a disorderly person, was unable to
lie was about to be coin
pay the tine Imposed
uiitled, when a happy thought struck him.
If your honor will trust me till Monday, i

distinguished

payable
gold,

Enterprise

Grant's

calliug

expressly

American Gift

(treat

crease

fugled

j

the

good.

pointing

Congress

and the crew wash

question whether this country shall be repr
sen ted at Ilayti by a white man or a negr
He might compromise by sending a mulatto.

I

--

squall

a

arrived a*

the Hank

on

son.

3®wcmL

|

fishing vessel, just
another craft,

off before assistance could be rendered. Tin
Bank fishers have had a terrible time this sc.

thiugs
dealing

regard

of a
saw

knocked down tty

largely

j

crew

Gloucester,

j

The temperance wing of the
republican pa.ty have complained of the treatment
they hav.;
received ior several years, and we arc
serlpusly ot the opinion that their wishes nave now
been ignored one year too long, and that the
who made the party will now set k the only legitimate way of carving out their wishes.

|11100

The Committee on Foreign Affairs is considering the matter of recognizing as belligerents
the revolutionists in Culm.

The Portland Advertiser says that the bloodstained Hag of the f tilted States brig Kut.er
prise, which shrouded the remains of the lamented lSurrows at his burial llfty-seven years
ago, performed the same service for Capt. Nathaniel Shaw on Sunday. The Portland
Idght
infantry, under coinmaud of Capt. Shaw, did
escort duty on that memorable occasion.

Up

it*

Hex ter

they have

a

woman

on

the

School Committee.
In

Lawrence, Mass.,

slipped

a team of live horses
into the canal and were drowned.

“
“Dixon,” the correspondent of the Boston
OUT OF SORTS.”
himself in the bank where he was employed, Advertiser says that “the Maine polititians
Take DR. S. 0. RICHARDSON'S SHEBRY WINE
have fixed up things in their State quite to
lie left a note their own
firing three shots into his body.
satisfaction, and have omitted the BITTERS,—the most medicinal in the market. Estabwith only the words -“God save my soul! names of nearly all the ex-soldiers from their
lished in 1808.
4m36sp
slates. The President's attention has been
Good bye!”
called to the matter, and he has assured several
mo
1'ill
is
and
do
Wood.”—Now
you
‘•Buy
The lloulton Pioneer saw at the Mattuwam- late
army officers that he will not overlook the time to use the Great Spring and Summer Medicine,
comROOT
AND
HERB
of
LANGLEY’S
three
DR.
stable,
caribou,
RITIERS,
keag stage
specimens
j their claims, —which means that he will smash
posed oi Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickone female and the other two males.
They the politicians’ slate.”
ly Ash, Tlioroughwort, Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion,
were captured in the northern part of \roos- 1
&e., all so compounded as to act in concert with Nature,
~n »—r-r—---me
look county, near Madawa^ka. for Alexander
and their effect is truly wonderful. They absolutely cure
Mi l.ain ot Molunkus, who endeavored, unsue- ; More than fortv years have elapsed since John- Liver Complaint, Jaundice, Costivenesr, Headache, Piles,
son's Anodyne Liniment was first invented, dur- Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, Heart■
i-'sfully, to procure some of them last winter.
ing which time hundreds of thousands have been burn, Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds of humors,
to
in
New
York.
Park
the
go
Central
They
benefitted by its use. Probably no atlicle ever be- and every disease arising from a disordered stomach or
bad blood. GEO. C. GOODWIN CO., Boston, and all
Two Women arrested in Boston lor pilfering come so universally popular with all classes as druggists.
16w3Gsp
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment,
from stores, were found to have .*$00 worth of
Pills which contain antimony, quinine, and calogoods
their room. “They were respectable.’’ mel, should lie avoided, as severe griping pains
would l.e tlieir only result. The safest, surest, and
.lames Devine, of Jonesport, Me., was drown- best pills are Parsons’ Purgative or Anti-Bilous
Ho. 4 Hiilfineli SneH.
ed on a voyage from Ardrossau to New York, Bills.
ltevcrc House,)
BOSTON
(Opposite
Wonderful. Henry W. Burr, Mo. 40 West 14th
danuary is, from the bark Wentworth.
Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in anStreet, while m h visit to the West, was attacked
nouucing that they lmve secured the services of the
It is reported from Washington that Grant with severe illness from
drinking impure water. eminent
aud well known Dr A. II. HAYES, late Surwill not remove a Republican official whose Lite was despaired of, and it was thought that he geon U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College oi
must die. His wire was immediately sent for, ami
Physicians and Surgeons, &c.
terui has not expired.
in a day or two was ai his bedside. Having herself
This Institution now publishes the popular medical
seen the beneficial resutts from the use of Plantation
book entitled “The Science of JLifo or SelfWo U-arn that last evening the train from the
written bv Dr Hayes. It treats upou
she
insisted
their
Preservation,”
administered
Bitters,
upon
being
.1
t an. over a man named Hobbs at Hunter’s
to him, which was done, in quantities prescribed by the Errors ok Youth, Premature decline of M anSeminal
M.
and
noon,
Clinton,
Weakness, and all Diseases ami
probably fatally injured the attending physician. The result was almost as
.in
lie had been loading lumber upon the if by magic, and in one-half hour from the time Abuses of the Generative Organs. Thirty thousand copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for evah ’rain there, aud no one could,explain tlier » ere given her 1msbaud was out of danger, ery man,—young men in particular. Price only $1.00.
This Institute has just published the most perfect treatin happened in the way ol the passenger j and by a moderate use of them three times a day,
n
n
he was soon able to resume his journey to his home. ise ot the kind over offered the public, entitled, “Sevtiain, not having been observed till the aeci-| This is hut one case of
ual
Phyniology of Woman, and Her l»i»many thousands that we
di u! occurred. The car wheels passed lengthea*e»," profusely illustrated with the very best enknow ot.
Wi-e his body. gracing his side, and cutting off
This book is also from the pen of Dr. llayt s.
Magnolia Water. Superior lo the best im- gravings.
an arm ami
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mysleg. [Bangor Whig.
ported Herman Cologne, and sold at halt the pi ice. tery of Lite,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to
I Woman,—Marriage,—General Hygeine of Woman,
l i
town of Camden lias voted to tax dogs
; Puberty,—Change ot Life,—Excesses of the Married,—
one dollar per head.
! Prevention to Conception, Sec. In beautiful French cloth,
BE1F.INT P1IICE C1RREXT.
$Xoo; Turkey Morocco, full gilt, $;j.50. Either of these
1 111' *!.1 >1 ~i Mason. H is luimtJ that Win.
« <*uKi:uTi:n weekly for the journal.
books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on reK n In:
ii i- urur,.!. a It >\ ill Arch Mason, is
ceipt of price.
Beli ast, Wednesday, March M, 1
The “Pcalioily Journal of If oaltli," a firstt ic wide.ri'
Fi
Mason in the Fnitcd .States,
10 Itouml Hog,
to
13 to 16 class paper in every respect,—8 pages, Xi columns,—pubFlour,
caving been made March ij, Jsni, at ivehncbec I Corn Meal,
1.15 to
0.00 Clear Salt Cork, $36 to .37.00 lished on the 1st of February, and every month during
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0.00 Mutton per lb,
7 to
8
Hodge No .•>. of Haliowell, anu has conserjuenL- KyoMeal,
imen copies sent free to any ad liess, on application to
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0.00 Lamb per lb,
8 to
.’>• been in the order (id years. He is now 87 liye,
1.15 to
20 to
0.00 urkeys, per lb,
25 the Peabody Medical Institute.
Corn,
.< ars old, and during his life lias been a noted
Albert H. 11 ayes, M. D., Resident and Consulting
1.40 to
17 to 20
1.50, Chickens per lb,
lkuky,
nventnr. having invented steel bells the circu5.25 to
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25 to 00 Physician.
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0
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revolvers.
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&c.
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Hay per
[ Bangor Whig.
tJO to
uo: Lime,
1.50 to 0,00 on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience.
Potatoes,
Inviolable Shoresy‘’ani> Certain relief.
i so oi.n'i ir.i.K.
1)1 ii <1 Apples, 12 B.
14 Washed Wool,
.38 to 42
A- die annual meeting held
50 to
75 1.'nwashed Wool,
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sply-14
in tiiis town, 111 -sll. iusl., the following ollieers Cooking,
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Butter,
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elected for tin' ensuing year: Jonathan Cheese,
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rk. W. K. Duncan, W. II. Hodges, Robert Apples,
ISTEN TO THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE. One
4.00 to0.00
Baldwin, 1.25 to i 50 Wood, soli,
_J Word to the Dying should arrest the attention
Drill1 \ iter, .Selectmen; W. II. Hodges, S. S.
and wake the alarm of Young Men In our community,
| where so
CATTLE !fIAHK ETS.
niniii. e: W. K. Duncan, Town Agent; 1).
many are sinking under that long array of evils

Nortli.iinplou, Mass.,
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Cormorant put to Bluftli,
appetite had been sharpened by overdose
of SONOMA WINE BITTERS. Most druggists and
grocers sell this invaluable tonic.
The

young clerk shot

By

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE-
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e

TO
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of spirit, and more palatable
any
active properties are by this mode extract* J.

1

arise irom that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and
AND
MEDFORD | that
j other indiscretions and vouthlul indulgences. Listen,
Wednesday, March 17. 1809. j oung Men, ere it is too late, and suffering in enervated
At Market, this week, 2315 cattle; OS 1J sheep and ]! youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit
lambs; 500 Hog-. East week, 1395 cattle; 0380 sheep ; which undermines the bodily health and the mental powers. Remember and seek the true physician, DR. FREDand lambs; $21 Hogs.
ERICK MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston.
From Maine, 59 cuttle; no sheep.
Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring
1’KICliS.
symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible
a 14.00 ) Per loO

1 rohoek, Collector.
All Democrats and ! AT BRIGHTON,
o d
by an average majority of liny votes,
The Maine Standard says the inmates of the
-ane Asylum in \ugnsti
on the ve- I
prae'i
i|*ede, and tlilnks it, \ cry appropriate.

wenty of Brigham Voting's wives strived
Council Bluffs. Iowa, lately, to visit friends
in that city .in J Omaha, mid will continue their

lbs. on
BEEVES'---Extra qua]
$13.50
First qual
12.50 a 13.00 ) the total weight
11.00 a 12.00 / of hide, tallow &
.Second do
Third do.9.00 a 10.50 i dressed beef.
Poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, &c., $0 00 a 9 00.
Wok kin*. Oxen— Extra, $250 a $300; ordinary, 150 a
200.
Mila n Cow;—Extra, 75 a 100; ordinary, 35 a 05.
Stoke Cattle—Two-yr olds, $?$a42; 3-yr olds, 10
00, or much according to the value of beet.
Sheep and lambs in lots $2 50, 2 75, 3 00 a 3 50; extra
lots 4 oo a 8 50 per head, or from 5 a 9c per lb.
..

A

journey
soi

■ill

Tiiiiu.isto.v.
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....
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Washington.
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Tile

billowing

town

have been elected in this town for the

'ei,-

uniug year: William Rowell, Moderator;.
.1.other H. Rowell, Town Clerk: Henry SpaldJoshua Wentworth. Isaac Tolman. Sulecl-

ing.
iu

D

W. II

n

Sc

Ring,

Mime

Coombs, Town Treasurer; C.

S.

Committee and Auditor.

S

rats except Wentworth and

CAM Bit I DUE

Hides—Brighton, lu a 10 1-2; Country, 9 1-2 a 10c.
1 allow—Brighton, 7 l- .’aUc; Country, 7 1-2 a 8c.
sheep Skins. $1 00 a 1 75; Lamb Skins, same; Calf
Skins, 20 a 22 cents per lb.
.Stoke Pius- Wholesale, 131 2a 13 3-4; retail, 13 a 15c,

Cl.
All

Knelling.

M4RI4ET.
Monday, March 22.
Better- We quote common Western and Canada at
30 a 3(»c per lb ; choice Canada at 43 a 44c; common New
llic Methodist Society of thin city has been
presented York and Vermont dairies at 38 a 40c; extra straight daiJ
ith
handsome new church belt, which was rung for lies it n a 44c, and extra fall dairies at 47 a 48c per lb
( HEEs-E—There is no
i\ ii-es* on Sunday last lor the lirst time.
change to notice and there is a
It is a gift of
| steady demand trom the retail trade. We quote dairies
linn. Jacob .Sleeper, ol Boston, a nativ- id thisjeity, and I at 20 a
24c, and factories at 22 a 24c per lb.
‘.s'-oi dingly creditable to his
generosity and kindly re* 1 Eons—The market is firmer, and good lots of Eastern
add
let'-1
readily at 29c per dozen, whileOnpe Eggs, bring
no mhranee uf hi- birthplace.
The bell weighs 11500
; gooil lots ot Western sell at 2d a 28C.
j dueI'p.esh
>0. On Sunday the
P'D.iud-. .lid cost betwi ii t'"’1' anil
Meats- l here is a good demand for Veal and
ilu- receipt >ol good carcasses were taken to-day at IS a loc.
mgr. g-,t,..n unanimo
y passed a vote of thanks to Mr
j
Beef um. Million are in fair request and quotations are
<
t- arner Tibhets for In e
j '-r, also to the >wn r-' of th
We quote Veal 15 a 18c per Ih lor good,
w* I! sustained.
lr- iH'ht o( tin .'bmp, ami to citi/tn.s for gratuitous ser. and i‘> a 10c lor inferior.
Beef
10
a
11c for fore
Brighton
vices in raising the same !n tin- belfroy.
quarters, and Ida l$cporlb for hind quarters; Chicago j
Reel at $ a 12c; Country do 7 a 12c. Country Mutton 4 a
j
M.
I.aura \ Ellis, the young lady who ha# been giv- | do; Brighton Mutton 4 a 12c.
Beans—The market continues without improvement,
mi
derful exhibitions in dill'crent places in this State,
and the demand is for small lofs. Wo quote mediums at
v'id.i
claiiiied
spiritual manifestations, gave an $3 a 3 12 per bush ; Western Pea $3 75 a 4 ; choice hand•.!!i■'11ii'11 a' ( it; Ha'i last evening,and proposes to give i picked Vermont or Eastern $4 12 a 4 25
per bush.
a
Apples—The stock here is small and there are but few
1
11 tieline pi; re thi- (Tliur.-day) evening. See
Eastern Apples coining forward. We quote Eastern fruit
ivertisi-inent lot particulars.
at $4 50 a 5 per bbl, and Western Apples at $5 37 a 5 do
& t'/i.VNc i:
i- * it
lx vestaient.
Mr. II. K. l'eirce !1 per bid.
I tin ed Apples—We quote Eastern sliced at 14 1-2 a
dm
an
in another column that should attract the
; 15 J-2c; Eastern quartered 13 1-2 a 14; New York quartcr11*• nt i• i, ..f those desiring to invest in real estate in thi5 ! cd 12 1-2 a 13 1-20, and .Southern at 10 a 11 l-2c
per lb.
Grass Seeds—In the absence of the receipts of CloHi l, .k faith in the bonds, and asks those having
i..-.
ver our quotations are sustained, although the outside
;
ith in real
Lite to meet him.
figures are jobbers* prices. Herds Grass is firm at quotations, but linl Top i; quite plenty and light seed is offered
«• :.ce >un; cf the
mas<juerad* 1.• -1 w <-k intended to i at
low figures. We quote Herds Grass at $3 50 a 3 75 per
■av tVihi one ol tin
-:os.ttimes represented a Chinese.
It I bush ; Western Clover at 15 a 15
l-2c; New York do 15 1-2
eu
lieinise.
Hi
1 -2c; new Red Top $3 50 per sack; old do do at $2 a
a
the
latter was there, but :
]>r1ii
J'robably
3 per sack.
not visih^ •■) the unassifted vision.
Vk<;ETABLEs—Willi a good supply in the market JackA horse bfclongiug to i-. i‘. Karnes created an excite, 1 son Whites are selling ireely at 75c per bushel. Onions
i
remain
dull at
■i t on Saturday
doper bbl lor New York and Danvers.
evening, by becoming frightened and I Po'.'i.tky 1$5al
tie favorable weather and light receipts im'•barging about the streets. Ii. finally deposited tin- j part u tirni tone to the market lor poultry, and the best
j
-h igh by lb
id<- ol the aticet, and disappeai'id in the Vermont Turkeys are quick at 25 a Jdc;’mixed lots of
Fowls and Chickens sell at about the s.uue price, but
darkness.
i Chickens sell at 2C a 27c; good Western poultry sells at
ix<
nc-r< muikably plenty
thi region. They Ire. 22c, and common at J-.1 1-2 a 15c per lb.
IfOVfOt PRODUCE

Local items, &c.

.1

~

>■

of Weakness in the Back and Limbs, Loss and Prostration of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, Derangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss ol Memory,
Restlessness in Sleep, Contusion of Ideas, Depression of
Spirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude,a Longing for
Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
of Solitude and Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasiness, Headache, and a degree ot Insanity almost terminating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
no false delicacy deter you from the wise course.
Go to
Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission
and other terrible Inlfictions from this fruitful cause ot
disease.
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Complaints and Olliers ol a similar nature, have no fears ot
the result it you place yourself under his charge; his is
the voice of experience, and he has cured more cases
than any other living physician,—lie has administered to
every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure,
sale, speedy and infallible. A peifect cure is'guaranteed,
and a radical cure is always effected.
The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops arc the only sure
cure for all Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever
offered for sale in this city. These Drops are acknowledged to be the best in the world lor removing obstructions and producing regularity in all cases oi Female irregularity, Suppressions, &c., &c., whether originating
from cold or any other causes. They are remarkably mild
safe and sure, and the most convincing proofs of their
virtues are the beneiits which have been realized by the
afflicted iu their use. The Drops can be obtained at my
office. No. 48 Howard Street, Boston, with directions tor
AH letters attended to, aud medicines, directions,
use,

&c., forwarded immediately.

To Holders of Government Bonds
AND

■

.-tor,'

\ cross

-h11•
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the roads in

Night

ii',ark*-!e.d tijan tor
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some
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years.
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U bonip‘D/11 offers to the

w*-at of

roern

papers,

an

public a splendid assort- j
entirely new stock. See advi-r.

Hay—The receipts to-day have been quite large, and
prices are not so lirm as last week. We quote prime
Eastern by the cargo or carload at $20 a .22, and inferior
qualities at 814 a 17 per ton. New York Straw $27, and
country do $24 per ton.
aBKggiwrwif—-Mil

tiutvar.unt.

Attention is tj.-led to the advertisement of Mian Pratt
who w..\l piv\ le«s&ons in the making ot wax liowers,

s

a

%

riiis

A

is an attempt to In* severe on a Demo i
i
But the same number of the

town.

Journal contains the

following

items ot local

news-

Sorae hoys, while playing in (lie rear of Mr.
Smith’s stable on Knox street, discovered a
box, in which they found a female foetus about

quarter grown.
It appears from Harris’confession made previous to his execution that whiskey purchased
of an old woman near Main street, Lewiston,
one

moved hint to the terrible work of robbery and
*
*
murder.
The woman near Main St.,
who sold Harris his liquors, is re ally an accessory to his crime.
It would

seem

that Thom as ton has reason

(or

congratulation on superior morality, inasmuch as the same individual takes care that
rum is not
accessory to murder, and that human remains are not left uucofflucd to be kicked

about stable yards.
Can’t they spare that
man for a missionary to Lewiston?
Mabkvinc

in

fi

A correspondent of the
Journal relates a comical affair,
x.

Montpelier (Vt)
with a perplexing result, which happened

not a
thousand miles from White Kiver Junction. He
says:—

“They

have got. up the funniest snarl across
river that you ever heard of. At a
party
fast week, at one-\s, after exhausting the
.ordinary games, and wanting something new,
JBook marriages were proposed.
Accordingly
fcame* were drawn by lots, and four
couides
stoodjup to be married. The ceremony was perl imiaed., and they were duly pronounced “man
at. d wife, by the laws of the State and before
thc.*u» witnesses.” Afterward, they ascertained
the .111/11 officiating was a justice of the peace,
and \ fiat the parties were legally married. They
a»e in the greatest alarm about it that can be

imagined.
One ol

at

Sermon will be

preached Sunday Evening,

at 7 1-2

o’clock, at the Bapt ist Church, by the JPastpr, Subject—
fhe Day ol tin- LORD; II IS people pot ifi Earkness.”
Phkk. All
March 24, lMiO.

sK.\'is

are

invited,

Ncli^nrk’ii Pulmonic S) rup,
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consumption, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, it taken according
.to directions.
They are all three to be taken at the same
lime. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the lood
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
i grow in llesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
i and the patient outgrows the disease ami gets well. This
! is the only way to cure consumption.
/
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of PliilaI dolphin, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
tin* morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it off by
an easy expectoration, lor when the phlegm or matter is
j ripe a slight cough will throw it oil', and the patient has
I rest and tin* lungs begin to heal.
j To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
i must bo freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the lood will make good
; blood.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing
j all obstructions, relax the ducts of thegail bladder, lie
bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
I
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions of the
; liver like Schenck’s isMandrake Pills.
Liver Complaint
one of the most prominent causes
ot Consumption.
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this
preparation is made ot, assists the stomach to throw out
the
gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic j
I
and it is made into good blood without fermentaI Syrup,
tion or souring of the stomach.
The great leason why physicians do not cure Consumption is, they try to do too much; they give medi! cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
I! sweats,
whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
eventually the patient sinks and dies.
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try to stop a
cough, night sweats, chills or fever. Remove the cause,
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and
stomach are made healthy.
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesaes, bronchial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a muss
of inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases what
must be done'( It is not only the lungs that are wasting,
but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the
only chance is to take Dr. Schenck’u three medicines,
which will bring
up a tone to the stomach, the patient
will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make
then
the patient begins to gain in llesh, and
good blood;
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence
the
to lical up, and
patient gets fleshy and well. This is
the only way to cure Consumption.
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, .Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints,
as they are perfectly harmless.
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wasted away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pulmonary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate. lie
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his recovery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr.
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable sucj ccss. Full directions accompany each, making it not absolutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed,
lie is also
professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New
ork, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street,
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
but for a thorough examination with Ids
Respirometer
file price is $5. office hours at each
city from 0 A, M. to
3 P. M.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
$1.50 pi r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake 1*1118
25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN &
CO,, 38 Hanover
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug-
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Sentinel says on Tuesday mornlug a number of young men got into a quarrel
In front of the store of Mr. Simon Stevens
and rushed into the store,
lllows were struck
and John Abrams drew a pistol and shot Silas
Thompson. The bail entered the left side and
lodged, it is supposed, in the spinal column.
The young man is in a critical condition, there
being no sensation below where the ball entered. Abrams has been arrested.
The

Eastport

gists.

ly2C

VAULTS,

40 STATE STREET, BOSTON.

LEE, I1IGGINSON & CO. oiler for Rent, Safes inside their Vaults, at rates from $20 to $100 pe r auuum.
They also offer to receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees,
securities ol persons living in the country or travelling
abroad. Officers of the Army and Navy, Masters of Vcssels, and others. Circulars, containing full particulars,
forwarded on application to IIENRY LEE, Manager.
Boston, March 1, 1808.
Iy34sp

Jackson’s Catarrh Snufi
AND TROCHE POWDER,
A

DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN

Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coujhs, Deafness, etc.
Disorders resulting from COLDS in

Throat and Vocal

Organs.

This Remedy does not “Dry up” a Catarrh but
LOOMfi.18 it; frees the lieed of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allay*
and soothes the burning- heat in Catarrh; is'so
niiltl and agreeable* in its effects that it positively

Sneezing !./ti

Aa a Troche Powder, is pleasunt to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed,instantly gives to
the Throat and Vocal Organs a

Delicious Sensation of Coolness and Comfort.
Ia

them, Prof.—, ofT—Seminary, exup from below in about it fortnight j
to marry him, and nearly every one involved
is expecting to be married right away—one
other gentleman to a lady below—and they feel
like death.
They have searched all the law
books and consulted authorities far and near,
and everything only proves the knot still
tightThe Justice lias been lined $50 for each
er.
couple. He says he is from another county
and cannot do business here, and supposed the
marriage not to be legal. Jt is certainly funnier by the fact that ail the parties belong to
The best opinion is that
the “upper ten.”
they are legally married, and caonly be divorc-

pects

UNION SAFE DEPOSIT

E7”Cures without

-VtSL SERVICE.

city, that a description of the same is unnecessary.
3w37
H. E. PEIRCE.
Belfast,March 10, IStSO.

the

decoction. Mine is the color ot inThe Buchu in my preparation predominates;
th*' amallest quantity ot the oilier Ingredients are added,
to prevent lernieutation;
upon inspection, it will be
f< und not to be a Tincture, as made in Pharmncopcea, nor
can be used in cases where
therefore
is it a Syrup—and
In this, you have the
lever or inflammation exists.
knowledge ol the ingredients and the mode ol preparation.
Hoping that you w ill favor it with a fair trial, and that
upon inspection it will meet with your approbation,
With a feeling of contideuce,
1 am, very rcspectilullv,
II.'T. HELM BOLD,
Chemist and Druggist of 10 Years’ Experience in
now
located at his Drug and
Philadelphia, and
;
Chemical Warehouse, 504 Broadway, New York.
i
1 [ From the largest Manufacturing Chemists in the World. ]
I am acquainted with Mr. II. T. llelmbold; he occupied the Drug Store opposite my residence, ami was successful iu conducting the business where others had not
before him. I have been favorably im! been equally so
pressed with his character and enterprise.
WILLIAM W EIG HIM AN.
Firm of Lowers & Weightnian, Manufacturing
Chemists, Ninth and Brown .Streets. Philadeldark and

FARM FOR SALE

glutinous

Containing a bout 60 acres of good land,
situate in Belfast, about 2 miles from
the Post Ofliee, on road leading to Hall's

gredients.

j

FURNITURE!

FURNITURE!

PHENIX ROW,
BELFAST,

Foundry.
C. D.

FIELD.

tf37

A. B.

in the County
WHEREAS,
A. D.

Lake

BRANCH OFFICII,

Its

|

PHILADELPHIA,

!

History,

Virtues and Effects.

Where the general business ot the Company is transacted,
and to which all general correspondence shot Id be addressed.

,

OFFICERS.
CLARENCE H. CLARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive Com-

Nature, Science. Art,
IEVERYTHING
Li and Religion, lias history.
in

Philosophy

a

I

It is

mittee.
HENRY D.

& Mississippi
Railroad Co.

policy.

FREE

natural to the

hunnn mind to desire to trace

I

UNDER

j

TEN PER CENT. PER ANNUM.
PRESENT

\
Freedom, Mr. James Lcsner, aged GO.
Norlhport, March 0, Charlotte N. Doy c, aged 71.

wnlk, and when sitting up was compelled
have my limbs supported by chairs and bolster-. 1
seriously feared that 1 should be a cripple for life. I
tried almost everything that promised benefit. But the
medicines of the day, pain-killers, panaceas and liniments
give me permanent relief.
Necessity is the mother of invention.’ I set myself
to work, at last, to see what I could myself devise for my

Directors.

all failed to

TUCKER, Manager.

malady. Having some knowledge ot the curative proper
things that seemed to me adapted to my
case, L began to compound them, and%!k)ntiuued my exties of various

with suitable endorsement, fthould be addressed to
i*uii.o lit:it*cl
lie I taut. He,
*peeial Agent for Waldo County.
is.GI

periments until success crowned my endeavors. The
salve which l now offer to the public was the result. Its

application dispelled the inflammation, eased the pain,
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short time
entirely cured me. 1 have had but one attack since, when
two or three applications drove it away. These star-,
bu-

IMPORTANT MICE TO VEST MAKERS.

PRICE,

out

Currency.

■•OUT OF BELFANT.

LEE, HIGGINSON & CO.

ARRIVED.
Meade, Lane, Bostou.
SAILED.
March Huh—Sell James Jewett, Banks, Boston,
2lst—Schs J I* Merrium, Clark, Boston ; Jack Downing,
Patterson, Rockland; Nathan Clifford, Shute, Roundout.
DISASTERS.
Sch Gen

AGENTS FOR NEW

10 State Street

ments

be

by many of the citizens >1
with the facts.
Some time after I got about, one of my neighbors'
children was sadly afflicted with scrofulous sores upon

Hampden, together with all the debts due them
on their Books at Winterport and Monroe Stores, would
respectfully say that it is very important that all should
call and settle before the accounts go out of their hnnus.
DILI A WAYS & PO1 E
4\v3G*
(Formerly DILLAWAYS & SON
roe

Gold, Government Bonds, and other Stocks, received in
payment without commission charges.
Pamphlets and lull information given, on application to

SHIP NEWS.

enlargement

to

UNDERSIGNED having sold
tln ir vest
Ninety-five per Cent, and Inter- THE
siness in the towns of Winterport, Frank! rt, Monand

est in

My

to

I suffered great, and sometimes excruciatmuscles were so swollen and contracted

that I could not

Merchant's Exchange, State Sr., Boston.
AT LOCAL ACiEITl ARE YVA1TED in
every City ami Town: uml application!
from competent parties for tudi agencies,
3

!

t*ic ,toard of

limbs.

nig pain.

DIRECTION OF

J. P.

$4,500,000.

They are a First Mortgage Sinking Fund Bond, secured
by a ’.and grant of 1,632,000 acres, and by the railroad, its
rolling stock, and the franchises of the Company, an investment yielding in currency

and age, must

THE

YY.^i. Chandler j °*

inflammatory rheumatism, leading

of the

ENGLAND GENERAL AGENCY’,

JNE>V

OF t. S. TAX.

AMOUNT OF ISSUE

with

The attention of persons contemplating insuring their
lives or increasing the amount of insurance they already
have is called to the special advantages offered by the
National Life Insurance Company.
Circulars, Pamphlets and lull particulars given on application to tiie Branch Office ot the Company, or to the

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN GOLD.

DIED.

March 20th

FPLI..

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BKILLING,

THIRTY YEARS TO RUN-

In this city, 1st inst., by Rev. Wooster Parker, ( 'apt.
Darius Shute oi Belfast and Miss Fannie E. Boynton ot
Rockland.

In
In

CAPITAL,-$1,000.00#.
PAID IX

Seven per Cent. ISonds.

MAI Hi I EI>.

be paid for.

CASH

Superior

j

name

COWS,

Approved July 25, 1868.

everything to its source.
COOKE, Vice-President.
EMERSON YV. PEET, Secretary and Actuary.
We want to know the origin of
things, what they h ve
This Company, National in its character, offers, by
been, and done, and what tin :r merits are.
reason of its Large Capital, Low Rates of Premium and
and to said McKeen by Rufus B. Allyn, by his deed re- New
It is not strange, therelore, that those who read of Mi
Tables, the most desirable means ol insuring life
corded in said Registry, vol. 07, page 177, to which deeds
presented to the public.
Who is Miss Sawyer ?”
Sawyer’s Salve should inquire,
and the registry thereof relereuce is had for a description ; yet
The rates of premium being largely reduced, arc made
and whereas said George A. Peirce, trustee, by his as- as favoiable to the
How came she to get up a salve ?"
Who knows any
insurers as those of the best Mutual
in
recorded
said
signment,
Registry, Book 140, page 154, Companies, and avoid all the
What has it done?”
What will it
complications and uncer- tiling about it?”
and Charles fi. l'eircc, Administrator of the estate of tainties of
and the misunderstandings do ?” The
Notes,
following will give satisfaction to the Inqnir
said Catherine Peirce, deceased, by his assignment, re- which the latter Dividends,
are so apt to cause the Policy-Holder.
corded in said Registry, Book 140, page 147, assigned and
Several new and attractive tables are now presented,! ing.
transferred said mortgage to me, and whereas the condi- which need
Miss Sawyer is a resident ot Rockland, and has been
only to be understood to prove acceptable to
tion in said mortgage is broken, by reason whereof I
the public, such as the INCOME-PRODUCING POI.I-! lor more than
thirty years. She i.» a worthy woman,
claim a foreclosure.
CY and RETURN PREMIUM POLICY. In the loriner,
Dated, at Belfast, this twentv-third day of March A. D. the policy-holder not only secures a life insurance, pnya- member ot the First Baptist Church, well known and
1809.
MERCY A. COUILLARD,
ble at death, but will receive, if living, after a period ot a 1 highly esteemed in the community, and withal an old
3w3?
By Joseph Williamson, her Att’y.
few years, an annual income, equal to ten per cent, (lul and
experienced nurse, i'he origin of her -alv may
In the latter, tin- i
per cent.) of the par of his policy.
Company agrees to return to the assured the total amount \ beat related in her own words.
In 1S45 my leet and ankles became very much diseased
of money he has paid in, in addition to the amount of his

INTONE
.a.\

date,

CHARTERED BY A SPECIAL ACT OF

MATHEWS.

ville,
day of May,

ed Rose Wash will radically exterminate lrom the system diseases arising lrom habits of dissipation, at little
expense, little or no change in diet, no inconvenience or
exposure; completely superseding those unpleasant and
dangerous remedies, Copavia and Mercury, in all these
diseases.
Use Helmrold’s Fluid Extract Buchu in all diseases ot these organs, whether existing in male or lemale, from whatever cause originating, and no matter ol
how1 long standing. It is pleasant in taste and odor, “immediate’'in action, and more strengthening than any of
the preparations of Bark or Iron.
Those suffering from broken-down or delicate constitutions, procure the remedy at once.
The reader must be aware that, however slight may be
the attack of the above diseases, it is certain to affect the
i bodily health and mental powers.
All the above diseases require the aid ot a Diuretic.
IIKLMBOUD’S KX TRACT BUCHU is tile great I)iuretie.
Sold by Druggists everywhere. Price—$1.25 per bottle, or f> bottles lor $0.5o. Delivered to any address.
Describe symptoms in all communications.
Address II. T. HKLMBOLD, Drug and Chemical
Warehouse, 5fff Broadway, N. Y.
ARE GENUINE UNLESS DONE UP IN
steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-simile ot my
Chemical Warehouse, and signed
H. T. UELMBOLD.

the

THE—

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Notice of Foreclosure.

ensues.

[Obituarynotices, beyond

—OF

SAWYER’S

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

SAMUEL TREADWELL, of Swanof Waldo, on the thirteenth
1860, by his deed of mortgage of that
Consumption
recorded
in
the
Waldo
date,
Registry, Book 105, page 543,
Helmuoli/s Fi.lid Extract Buchu, in affections
to George A, Peirce, of Frankfort, in said
peculiar to lemales, is unequalled by any other prepara- conveyedtrustee
lor
Catherine
County,
Peirce, two certain parcels
tion, as iu Chlorosis, or Retention, Paiultilnrss, or Sup- ol
land situate in said Swanville, being the same premises
pression of Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Shirrus which
were
on
the
s:
mo
day conveyed to him by said
State ot the Uterus, and all complaints incident to the
A. Peirce, in his said capacity as trustee, and the
sex, w hether arising from habits ot dissipation, impru- George
same
to
said
Peirce
conveyed
by Ephraim McKeen, by
dence in, or the decline or change of lile.
Helmcld’s Fluid Extract Buchu and Improv- his deed recorded in said Registry, Book 111, page 25,

Insanity

MISS

INSURANCE COMPANY,

prices.

ociety.
The Constitution once affected with (Jrganic Weakness,
requires the lid of Medieine to strengthen and invigorate the system, which HELM BOLD’S EXTRACT BuCHU invarible does. It no treatment is submitted to,
or

LIFE

Have a Splendid Assortment of Superior WALNUT
PARLOR FURNITURE, covered with Hair Cloth,
Repps, &e., Dining Room Furniture, Cottage Chamber
Furniture, Extra Hair Mattresses, Spring Beds, Sofas,
Bedsteads. Chairs of all varieties, in fact everything in
the way of Furniture.
Wo manufacture most of our goods, and employ the
best of workmen, which enables us to offer great inducements to all who want really good Furniture at low
All goods of our owu manutaetuie are warranted. All
sold to uo into the country will be packed with care and
dispatch. Call and see. Ship Cabinet Work and turning
of all descriptions done to order. Work Shop at Belfast

Helm hold’" Fluid Extract IU cur, tor weakness
arising lrom indiscretion. The exhausted powers of Nature which arc accompanied by so many alarming symptoms. among which will be found, Indisposition lo ExerHorror ot Distion,’Loss <>t Memory, Wakefulness,
in fact, Universal Lassitude,
ease, or Forebodings of Evil,
Prostration, auc inability to enter iuto the enjoyments of

I

11,

No.

phia.

I

NATIONAL

FIELD & MATHEWS

j

j

Has good Buildings, Wood

Corner.

Lot and orchard; cuts about 1A tons of nay; is pleasantly
situated. Will be sold on reasonable terms, as the occuL. T. COTTRELL,
pant wishes to change his business.
on the premises, or W. P. HARRIMAN.
37
March 22, ISO'.*,

1

can

Rockland

substantiated

conversant

hands and arms, which rendered them entirely useless.
I made some of the salve tor her, she used it, and in a
weeks she

clean and whole.’ This was -oon
among the neighbors; cases of various
i kinds multiplied, and repeated application? for the salve
were made to me; and from that day to this I have
put
COURT OF
up considerable quantities of it, chiefly for the use ot the
next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County ot citizen? ol my own city.
npHE
* have
A Waldo, will be held ai the office of the Register of
repeatedly been solicited to introduce it to the
Probate, In Belfast, on the twentieth day ot April, general public, but
being under no necessity ol doing anyA.D, 1809, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
PETER TII AC HER.
thing of the kind from pecuniary considerations, and
Register in Bankruptcy, oth Cong. Hist., Me.
foreseeing many difficulties in the way of introducing it
Belfast, March 4, 18139.
24 tf.
as well as the fact, if successful in
convincing the public
of its real value, the market would soon be Hooded with
District Court of tiie United
1
UAMviai ICY.
base imitations, I have declined until recently. 1 have
States. District of Maine.
\
at length consented, knowing that there are multitudes
In the matter of WILLIAM N. KNOX, a Bankrupt.
IS TO GI\ E NOTICE that a Petition having who want just such a salve, but do not know where to
r|NIlIS
A been presented To the Court, on the twentieth day ot procure it. Many, indeed, write that they have
inquired
A.
!>., 180S, by William N. Knox of East .Machi- !![ for
August,
it of various apothecaries and been urged to take some
as, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying tliat he m.glit be
decreed to have a tall discharge from nil his debts, prova- other kind.
ble under the Bankrupt Act, upon which an Order ot NoIn advertising it i am frequently told that I shall
tice issued from said Couri, returnable ou the 3uth day of
November. A. D., 1N.> which Order of Notice through never be remunerated for my pains, or get the money
accident, and without fault upon the part ot the Petition- back which i im.y spend in making ir known to the pub
er was not complied u iih, and on the application ot the
j lie. This does not trouble me as I am not actuated by
Petitioner another Order of Notice on said Petition was
issued October 29th, A. L>., lbOS, which Order, through mercenary considerations, and am in no wise dependent
inadvertence, and without the fault of the Petitioner was upon any income from the sale of my salve.
obeyed ouly in part, and said Petitioner now, on this 23d
As last as the demand for it increases the prolits are
day of February, A. D., 1809, having applied to the Court
in
it
tew

B AIM KKUPTCY

ENGLAND,
Boston.

IMOTICES.

noised

was

abroad

BANKRUPTCY.

3m37

4

Head,

reasonable

OTHER

Securities and Valuables.

And nil

If

A Bill A'FIM I Vl

■

ratio
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i n<.:ii,re of

l:>tf

—

iii ’1 honiitstoii u (illlti maker is a rumseller.
*
sine (.. his shop
it is grimly said in Thornast»»i
is devoted to
making euflins and the othwi t'i lilling ifk nr.
<

n

ptnuclpal Wharf in the harbor,

On the
terms.

combination of trades in another town

follows

.IS

il mmmiw

Wharfage and Storage,

A late uum her of the Lewiston Journal no»

■>,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Iy45sp

use.

prepared by druggists generally, is ol a dark
j Buchu,
that emits Its fragrance; the action
| color. It is a plant this
of aflame destroys
(its active principle), leaving a
as

■

1“

City Bonds.

WHAT GOOD REASONS CAN BE GIVEN, why
the Citizens of Belfast, and of Waldo County, who have
capital, and wou d wish to make a permanent investment
should not buy City of Belfast Bonds, at ninety cents on
PHYSICIANS.
the dollar? What better investment can they ask forV
New York, August 15th, 1807
I l will
say to those, who prefer to invest in real estate, and
Allow me to call your attention to my PREPARA- take their chances of an advance in value outlie
same,
TION OF COMPOUND EXTRACT BL'CIIU. The com- that I will
exchange all of my real estate in Belfast, for
ponent parts are BUCHU, Long Leaf, CUBEBS, J UN- : said Bonds, allowing ninety cents on the dollar, and fix
IPER BERRIES.
the price on the real estate so that I will guarantee the
Mode of Preparation. Buchu, in vacuo. Juniper
parties who make the exchange, can lease the said propBerries, by distillation, to form a tine gin. Cubebs ex- erty if they wish, to responsible parties, for three years,
tracted by displacement by liquor obtained from .Juniper at 7 3 10
per cent., (per year,) on the investment. My
Berries, containing very little sugar, a small proportion real estate is so well known, being so near the centre of
than
now in
The

—

■

Belfast

whose

a man

the best Voice Tonic in the world I

Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only
Sold

35 ets.

by Druggists, or mailed free, address,
COOPER, n I LNO\ A CO.,
Proiir’s, Philadelphia.

Wholesale Agents:—G. C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST
BROS. & BIRD, M. S. BURR & CO., WEEKS & PUTTER, Boston. W. IV. WHIPPLE & CO., W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., J. W. PERKINS & CO., Portland.
F'or sale by all Druggists in Belfast.
lysplg

HARK!

HARK!

HEAR YE AFFLICTED !!
PROF. M. FERDENANDERZ, a Regular Physician
and Surgeon, and a man of integrity, deems it his duty
to warn the peculiarly alliicted against the extortions
practiced upon them, cases of which are daily brought to
his notice. Dr. F. is remarkable lor his low charges and
for his speedy cures of any diseases of the urino-generutive organs. All weaknesses peculiar to ladies speedily
relieved; and you can call on or address the Doctor without fear ol monstrous charges. it is for the interest of
females to consult him, as his is a practice peculiar to
France and Spain.
Old chronic cases

>

Brig Franklin Spoil'ord (of Bucksport. Me.,) Turner’
from St Thomas lor Cardenas, in ballast, (before reported
by telegraph,) struck on a reel near the Maternillos Light
prior to Feb. 27tli and became a total loss, only the spars,
sails, rigging &e saved. U S gunboat Gettysburg went to
her assistance.

A Valuable

Hleep.

Dyspepsia is constantly repeating that crime. It can
be most surely averted by use of SONOMA WINE HITTERS, a delicate and cordial stimulant, prepared only by
0. A. RICHARDS & CO., Boston.
WHISKEY FIt t I lls
Have cheated the revenue, and whiskey frauds have cheated those who have purchased Bitters” heretofore. Neitlicr whiskey nor alcohol are used in
making SONOMA
WINE BITTERS; but pure old wine. For sale
everywhere.
ATTAINED AT EAST.
It has been known for years that rye contained
very

valuable medical properties. C. A. Richards’ Concentrated Extract of Rye combines them all, and is
entirely
freed lrom injurious
ingredients by its peculiar method ot
distillation. Try it. Sold everywhere.
C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington street., Boston,
largest
Retail Wine and Spirit House in America.
TIKES

HAVE ( HANKED.

In former years you had to furnish jugs and bottles If
you needed a little good whiskey. Now you can buy the
Golden Sheaf Bourbon put up in sptcudid style, everywhere. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington st.
Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in America’
IN

THESE TIKES

Of high prices, quality is the object. Dunster’s fine old
London Dock Gin costs money, but it is the
very best and
purest Gin you can buy. For sale by all grocers and druggists, who want to sell a good article. C. A. RICHARDS
& CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largest Retail
Wine and Spirit House in America.

M. -A_-

House &

PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNISHING.
Fainting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sitting Rooms made a specialty.
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE,” IN OIL.
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buoyant and elastic as when new. Seientilio men and
Physicians have decided that it is the best plan yet made

u
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RENOVATOR!

Cleats the Feathers of all impurities, and makes them

Q

THE

\Sandv

p

I.ATESffT

FOR

\°y>^Toy
\j. <9/

©

ou

receipt of Price.

Address,
E1XO.X A

CO.,
Oreen’s LaiuUng -fte.

37

known lor the purpose. This process is NOT INJURIOUS to F1CATH ERS ! For it is done entirely by steam,
and it proves to be exactly what all conditions and qualities ot Feathers, from an entirely new to the old and much
worn, need to render them as perfect as age, quality or
condition will admit of their being made. By this proc
ess all animal matter, and ALL MoTHS AND WORMS
ARE DESTROYED and removed, the Feathers cleansed,
the fibres relieved from their matted position, and giving
to a bed an astonishing increase of bulk, often more than
ONE-HALF! also removing all disagr. eab escent, which
is so common to new Feathers, and relieving them from
all liability to Moths or Worms by the removal of all
gummy and glutinous matter from the quill. When Feathers smell, worms make their appearance, they form in
the end of the quill, and come out and live upon the
fibres of the Feathers until they are entirely destroyed,

a new Order ot Notice on his said
Petition, upon
said Petition anew, it is ordered by the Court
that a hearing be had upon the same, ou the'first Monday
of May, A. D., 1809, before the Court in Portland, in said
A.
and notice thereof be pub
District, at 10
lished in the Machias Republican and the Republican
Journal, newspapers printed in said District, once a week
lor three weeks, and tliat all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and shew cause, if any
have,
why the prayer ol said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE.
3w3G*
Clerk of District Court lor said District.

expended

for

reading

AUCTION.
Valuable Farm, Stock, Hay, Carriages, Farming Utensils, and Household Goods by Auctlou. The subscriber
will sell by Auction, on Saturday, April 10, 1800, at ten
o’clock, A. M., the Farm on which he low lives, situated
in Unity, on the road leading from Freedom Village to

o’olok,

Si.,

j

more widely, audit will be
advertising
until it is kuow'n in every part of the land.
Its effects in the hands of tiiose who have used it,
though remarkable, and to me, exceedingly gratifying,do
not

surprise me, for I know what it did for me and has
my neighbors.
Every day, almost, 1 hear of the cures it has wrought

done for

I Unity Village, 2 miles from iormerand 4 miles from latter
and the wonders it is doing.
'they
place. The Farm contains 150 acres ot tirst-rate laud suit“Those who use it once will never be without it.
ably divided into mowing, tillage, &c.; cuts 45 tons of
Hay, good Farm House, Wood Shed, Wagon House,
There are many who would pay a great price for it it they
and
52x42
liarn
with
shed
attached.
good Shop
could uot obtain it without. This, however, Is needless,
Also at same lime 2 Horses, 1 Cow and Cult, 1 yearling
as it is brought within the reach ot all,
Bull Galt, 0 Sheep, 23 tons pressed hay, Wagons, Sleigh, District Colkt of tiie United )
T
n
.,,.,,.,,,,1N 1SAN,UU
111
Y*
States. District of Maine.
Sleds, Double and Single Harnesses, Horse Bake and othj
Many recommendations of it from person- residing
er farming tools, Household goods, &e., &c.
In the matter of JAMES l. WETMORE, Bankrupt.
lleild file following* ('ertilicair from
in different States could be given if ir were deemed adviThis sale otters great inducements to purchasers, who
tlemen for whom Work lia* Ik ii done in
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition has sable.
are invited to examine the property,
pryor to the day oi
j
Helfaftt.
been presented to the Court on this 10th day
I sale.
This sale is positive and without Reserve.
In placing it before the public, great confidence ^
A New and Valuable Improvement.
We the
of
A. D., 1808. by Janies I. Wet more of Win |
Terms
December,
at sale.
JTA-TIESt Mj. REXTHKY.
|
had
renovated
Feathers
undersigned, having
by Mr.
March 32,1869. 4w3G 0. C. CRARV, Auc’r.
terport, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to j felt that it will meet w ith a cordial reception.
Unity,
PEASLE Y’S NEW PROCESS, would cheerfully recomhave a full discharge lrom all his debts, provable under
It the people had not been so frequently and so gross
mend it as the best method for the purpose designed,
the Bankrupt Act. And upon reading said Petition,
it would seem very strange to me that
are willing to testily that the improvement made is much
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had ly imposed upon,
PROBATE NOTICESgreater than would be expected. The Feathers are reupon the same, on the lirst Monday ot May, 18139, before any person reading my circulars, recommendations and
lieved lrom their matted condition, cleansed from all imthe Court in Portland, in said District, at
\ o’clock, A. certificates, attested as some of them are by the signa
purities, and rendered much lighter, more elastic, and
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland i tures of some of the best citizens of Rockland, should
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the Free Press and the
more wholesome:
Republican Journal, newspapers i
of
on
the
second Tuesday of Maich, in
County
Waldo,
Rev. Mr. BAILEY, Rev. Mr. FRENCH Rev. Mr.
printed in said District, once a week for three weeks, and j doubt the efficacy ami value ol this salve.
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine. that all creditors who have
THOMAS, Dka. KINGSBURY, Ex-Mayor PITCHER,
I expect that spurious imitations, and salves purport
proved their debts and other
COOK ot Belfast, having presented a petitiou
H. II. FORBES, C. D. FI ELD, II. CHASE, Dr. W.
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
that the Administratrix on the Estate ot Benja- and show
ing to be superior, Ac., will be offered to tin public, and
O. POOR & SON, (’apt. C. H. WORDING, W. II
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
min
Brown, late ot Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de- Petition should not be granted.
1 wish all to know that there is no salve extant like mine,
WM. 1‘. PREBLE,
SIMPSON, Mr. HOLMES, N. E. House.
ceased, may be authorized to convey to her certain real
A Specimen of work may be seen at A D. Bea i’s
3w35
Clerk of District Court lor said District. and that even il the Ingredients of it were known no
store,
per
No. C> High street, where ail orders left wi'l receive estate, situate in said Belfast, agreeably to the contract
son could proportion them properly.
of said deceased.
prompt attention.
Those who w ould know lurther the efficacy and value of
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all persons
Prices of Work.
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published
this salve, are at liberty to address any of the parties
Hods, culled for ami delivered, $2.00. If you pay j our three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
whose names are attached to the circulars and recomown trucking, $1,50; Holsters
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
60e; Pillows lino.
mendations.
The machine is in operation daily in the I
Court, to be held at Bcllast, within and lor said County,
angworthy on
the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock
building, opposite Court House.
Yarmouth, duly ‘JO, i8tv>.
before noon, and shew cause, if any they huve, why the
Satisfaction given on trial or money refunded.
1 received)- mrkind letter,
My Dear Miss Sawyer
ARE MANUFACTURED BY
Belfast, March 21, 1809. 37 BEAN &' CO., Prop’rs.
prayer of said Petition should not be grauted.
and after a little while I got your Salvo. It has done nn
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
I;
a great deal ot guod ami ! think it will soon cure me.

THIS

MARY

VELOCIPEDES!
Of all the Various

A true copy.

Wonderful and

Astounding!

one that buvs a 25 cent ti.’ket, 50 cents at the close,
of the entertainment if they say they are not satisfied
Come one, come all, last chance.

assessors of the city
Theof subscribers,
Belfast, hereby give notice to the inhabitants of
said
to make
and to
out

bring

in to them true

receiving said lists.
Highway Surveyors of the several districts

At

CHARLES MOORE,
GEORGE WOODS,
NOAH M.
MATHEWS,
Assessors of the City of Belfast.

No. 3, PHdNIX ROW.
SUBSCRIBER is
located at the Store
THE
M, l’eavcy&Co., where
cently vacated by Messrs,
all former customers

letter Li praise ot any medicine during the whole course
of my life, and it was not that 1 wauled a dozen boxes of
I got a box
Miss Sawyer’s Salve 1 would not write now.
by chance, in New York, and its elfect upon me lias been
such that 1 have been greatly improved, and am ot opinion that another box will effect a permanent cure. My
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have
You w ill therefore please
me send for some lor them.
send me by express C. O. L>. a dozen dollar boxes, and
Yours
respectfully,
oblige
A. L. SANDERSON.

NOTIC 33.

claim that Miss Sawyer's Salve is entirely different
That there are a great many good salves
offered lor sale, but none so good as MISS SAWYER’S
SALVE. That every family should have a box at this
season ot the >ear.
That it w ill do all and more than
s
recommended to do. Put up lu boxes at
4©cta.,aml $1. A great saving is made by taking a
large box. Prepared by Miss C. SAWYER, and put up
by L. HI. HO IK 111X4, Wholewale »n«l Retail

now

re-

i..

will tiucl turn prepared to furnish
lunches not surpassed in any other Saloon in the
city.
Our present stock ot Fancy Goods will be sold at reduced Rates until April 1st, in order to make room for
new goods.
AMOS "TORER, No. $ Phoenix Row.
Belfast, March 10, lSG'J.
,‘Uv3tJ

Tuesday,

within and for the

SPLENDID STOCK OF

FOR

PAPERS

We

March 15th,

THE STEAMER

as

I

Drug'gTstM, Bocklaml.Me,

CAMBRIDGE,
will
but

GEO. C. GOODWIN & Co,

make
oue trip per
CAPT. J. P. JOHNSON,
week, leaving BELFAST every TUESDAY, at 2 o’clock,

Wholesale Agents, Boston, Mass.

P. M.

RETURNING—Will leave BOSTON every FRIDAY,
GFO. G. WELLS,
o’clock, P. M.
t!30
Belfast, March 1,1860
Agent.

at 5

SALE.

SCHR. “EBEN HERBERT,” about 11*
■tons, old measurement, carries 80 M. lum*
ber, well found in Sails, Rigging, Chains,
Anchors, &c. Enquire of
8. H, JACKSON, Tenants Harbor.
tf2C
January 5 1869.

a

from all others.

ON AND AFTER

causing

R. B. PRATT will give lessons in the art of
making Wax Flowers to those desiring instruction.
Rooms at Mrs. Walker’s, Cross street. Specimens of her
work may be seen at the stores of Win. O. Poor &.
Son,
and Timothy Thorndike.
Belfast, March 22, 1869.
3w37

Chicago, 111., October lo, isos.
I have never written
Mr, L. M. Robbins—Dear Mr

TO—

said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all pefsons
interested by
a copy ot this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w3<5

Lessons in Wax Flowers.

ROOM

Probate Court held at Belfast,

pleasure

MAR

37

All work done in the best manner. Orders left on
Slate promptly attended to.
just opened at J. C. THOMPSON’S and will bo sold
Shop in next building north of "New England House low as the lowest.
2m37
HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME
Ginsp33
March 23, 1869.

a

FOR SALE.

JOHN F. HENRY
Wholesale
This

subscriber has

on hand
PORG
BAIT—late caught
The
Those, desirous of
of

1E

joo bbls.
and in good order.
bait tor a Spring Trip,
ALVIN G. BEVERAGE.
30
Haven, March 10, lt>60,

would do well to call.
Pulpit Harbor, North

■

Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y.

valuable Salve Is sold by all Druggists.

S. A. HOWES & CO.

having good

]

t

Heaven. 1 trust 1 shall have the
ol seeing you
before my return, as you spoke of coming this way soon.
Your affectionate friend,
SARAH A. FREEBORN.

:iiu:h

PHCENIX SALOON
—REMOVED

County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March, iu
ithe year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-uiue.
I FOY, widow of Charles Foy, late of
Palermo,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance from the personal estato of

aforesaid.

A

BOSTON.
March l, I86U.

be

my Heavenly Father, l have thus tar been able to con
tiuue my work. 1 often meditate upon His goodness to
me.
Although we are personally strangers, 1 hop< my
dear Miss suw’yer, that in spirit we are not
Your G> 1
is my God, and w are both striving for a better home in

SALESROOMS, S

RL.

request-

removes all inflammation and soreness, and i do not
know what I shall do without it.
There is nothing like
it, for I had tried everything I heard of, ami nothing did
1 had prepared many salves my sell, but
me any good.
they did uot benefit me. My residence is in Philadelphia.
I have been in Yarmouth tor some time, with my daughI shall
ter, but shall probably return home this fall.
want several dozens of your good Salvt when 1 go back,
I recommend it wherever 1 go, and have already intro
duced it into many families. My occupation is very try
ing. 1 have been a nurse for many years. My health

The Public and tlie Trade can
failed nie so much last winter that 1 leared 1 should
notv be promptly supplied,
obliged to give up business; but through the mercy

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
Couuty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
KEEN, Adminiuistrator of the Estate of Chas.
•
Foy, late of Palermo in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented liis linal account oi Administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered That the said Adm’r give notice to all persons
interested by causing a cop)' ol this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said County,
on the second Tuesday ot April next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGn, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B, P. Field, Register. 3w30

ed to bring in their several tax books of 1808, after the 1st
day of April.
Agents of the several school districts are requested to
make returns in writing to the Assessors, of the number
of scholars belonging to each family in their school districts, their names and age, together with the names of
the heads of the iamily as soon as may be after the first of
April next.
Any person who neglects to comply with this notice
and who thus assigns the Assessors the unpleasant
duty
of dooming him, will thereby be debarred of his
right to
make application to the County Commissioners lor
any
abatement of his taxes, unless he makes it appear that he
was unable to oiler such lists at the time
appointed ns

March 24.1869,

BOS TON.

At

purpose of

are

CARRIAGE BUILDERS,

deceased’s estate to nuke immediate
payment. and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement to him.
W. H. FOGLER.
3\v30

of their polls and all their estates, real
personal, not by law exempt from taxation, which
are
or
be
they
may
possessed «»f on the first day of April
A. D., 1869, and that they will be in session at their office
over the store of Oakes Angier, in said
Belfast, from the
1st day of April to the loili day of April
next, for the

Styles,

WM. P. SARGENT A CO.,

3w3ti

SUBSCRIBER HEREBY GIVES PUBLIC
rpUE
_A.
NOTICE to all concerned, that he has been duly ap
pointed and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the Estate ot Isaac Taylor, late of Racine, Wisconsin, deceased, by giving bo'ud as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persous who arc indebted to said

Assessors’ Notice.
Belfast,
perfect lists

P. Field, Register.

3wJ7__PETER

every

and
and

Attest—B.

rrUIE SUBSCRIBER HEREBY GIVES PUBLIC
NOTICE to all concerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the Estate of Mary Cilley, late of Brooks, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bend as the law
directs; ho therefore requests all persons who aro in
debted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and thofce who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement to him.
CILLEY.

MISS.

Ship Painter,

-*-*

O

produced by malpractice of unprincipled mi'ii skillfully removed. Young men addicted to
Miss LAURA V. ELLIS, the wonderful child, will
secret habits or suffering from seminal weakness can call give one more of her marvelous
entertainments, at City
and learn their case without intimidation. Good acHall, this Thursday Evening, March 25th, commencing
commodations for patients wishing to remain in the eitv. at 8
o’clock, doors open at 7. Tickets 25 cents, children
All consultations free. Dispensatory and Office, corner 15 centsBrothers and all other so called
ol Howard and Somerset streets, Boston; entrance 4<i mediums Davenport
outdone.
Hall brilliantly
lighted. Clergy
Howard street. Address Lc ck Box lbOS, Boston. Office
invited. Now is the time to witness an entercordially
hours from 8 A. M. to ‘J P. M.
tainment that you may never again have a chance to sec.
35sp
Mr. Ellis, the father of the wonderful girl, will pay to
Macbeth Murdered

o
p
-i

Improvement

For Old or New Feathers, which have become
MATTED and INJURIOUS to HEALTH.

GO

lyrt?

for BrlfaM and Vicinity,

geto ^bfartiscmcnls.

jaetrg.
I'lto German poet Uhland wrote an exquisite little poem
ntitled
The Ferry.'’ There is an English version of it
which is actually belter than the original. It is as foli ows:

Many a year is in its grave,
Since 1 crossed this restless wave;
And the evening, fair as ever,
Shines on ruin, rock, and river.
I hen, in this same boat, beside,
Sat two comrades, old and tried;
< >ne with all n father’s truth,
One with all the lire of youth.

ISTABiHHEII 1*10.

OF

Saws! Saws ! DElFJfESE,
j BROTHERS & CO.
Saws Saws
LAZARUS & MORRIS,
Saws Saws Practical Opticians and Oculists,
Specialty

legally guaranteed

Cures

AXE,"

!

A Homo Illustration.

Allen of Illinois in a recent speech
at Indianapolis thus gave a home illustration of the Radical scheme of tax exemption for the bondholder :
A bondholder in your neighborhood, having-invested 8100,000 in bouds, takes his
tamily in his carriage for a pleasant ride upon your highways.
As they go along his
wife say to him :
■Why. these roads are better than they
used to be.”
“<>, that,” says the bondholder, “was
done last spring.”
She asks, “How was it done?”
lie answers, “the road tax was collected
last spring, and this was made aline road.”
Well, my dear, how much did you have
to
pay ?”
“Nothing at all. My money is invested
in government bonds, and Congress says it
i not right for me to pay tax upon bonds.”
“Well," says she, “this is good for you,
but a little hard on the rest.”
They rode on and came to a beautiful
school house; everything comfortable for
the children ; nice grounds, and a cool well

Itulge

<J water.

says his wife, “here is a nice
school house put up since we last rode
along. Ilow much did you pay for that?”

“Why,”

“O, uot anything. You know that was
by tax. They had to collect ten or

done

The Sampson Seale C
$1,000,000.
riVlilS

I

IlELFAST,
for the sale of

THAT THEY ARK NOW

pay this upon his lots, and that widow lady
over there
paid too, and they made it up.
Bat 1 don’t have to pay any tax.
My
money was invested in bonds, and Congress
would njg let me pay.”
“That is good for you,” says the wife,
but a little hard on the rest of them.”
“There is a big school there says the
bondholder, “and they have hired a good
teacher.
Our lour little children ought to
I guess we had
go to school this winter.
better get them ready.
Perhaps next year
we will send them oil' to
college. We
will not have to pay to school them.
All
that is collected off the other
property of
the country.
My bouds don’t have to pay
any taxes, you know.”
We might, would it not he deemed invidious, poiut out and name many bondholders
of this character in Rochester who are
known to almost every citizen.
They have
their property all stowed away in government bouds ; they pay no taxes ;
they use
our streets and
public places; they are
lighted by our lamps and protected by our
police ; they use our courts and have the
benefit of our laws in their litigations;
some of them are so mean that
they will
uot take a newspaper but
sponge their
reading at the Atheneum ; and few of them
are ever known to
give a cent to any public charity or aid in any laudable enterprise.
These men are in every community.
They ov, n, thus exempt from taxation by
Radical policy and law, one sixth of all
the property of every kind in the United
States. There is not a toiling tax-payer—
uot a mechanic or laborer who has to
pay
a tux
upon his little homestead, who does
not know some of them.
Is it fair-—is it
right—is it just, that these wealthy men,
owning one-sixth of the best property of
the country, shall go wholly exempt from
taxation for the support of government, national. state and municipal, and at the same
time enjoy all the benefit and protection of
such government? Shall the toiling millions
among whom the balance of the property
of the country is distributed continue to
pay
the taxes of the bondholding
aristocracy?
These are the questions before the

Which have been extensively used in the New England States the past eight years, and for which they claim
the undermentioned advantages over those in ordinary
use, tl.e proof of which may be seen in their constantly
increasing business during a residence in Hartford ot

vision, with

an

amount of

enjoyed by spectacle

j

east*

and

comfort not hitherto

wearers.

That the material from which the Lenses are
ground is manufactured especially for optic purposes, and
is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become
scratched.
4th, That the frames in which they are set, whetlie
gold, silver or steel, are of the linost quality and finish,
and guaranteed perfect in every respect.
They are the only spectacles THAT
as

well

as

Assisi tin

AN ENTIRELY

thsse

having

difficult
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Right!

NEW

DR.

It contains 3.» line engravings; and is the Spiciest, and
most Thrilling, Instructive and Cheapest work of the
kind published.
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In soreness of flic gums or ague in the face, it Is unexcelled. A ml added to all this, its innocent effects on the
system. It will not injure an infant to swallow it, but
on the contrary, it is an admirable carminative,
incases of

K

Neuralgia

T

and

R F, 1JE F.

Nervous

apply to the parts affected

with

a

or

On the

1

NOTIONS, &c.

A
was

story is told of a western
called on to offer prayer.

ceeded in

who

lawyer
Having suc-

repeating the Lord’s prayer down
to “Give us this
day our daily bread,” he
stumbled, but instantly recovering himself,
added “with cost.”
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The needle easily adjusted. It
lias the celebrated reversible
Iced motion, which by simply
turning a thumb screw the
iwork will run either to the
right or left, to fasten the end
ol seams.
It will hem, fell,
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WHOA!

MOLD MY ll<»Ks L, or lie will run away aud 1 -hm
I'*■ ivt■ to go to I-rank Perkins & < >’s, ami get my earring
repaired Lw they inanufaeture and repair earriages and
-h iifhs in is good style a
any other lirai in this icinit >
and tin v keep eonstantly on hand can iages and sleightor .-ale ;t the lowest rates,
Call and see before pureha
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SUiONTON BRO’S, & CO.
1

Belfast, December 9th, 1868.
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lialiie ami fat* more oil\
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Ilian
tual
.ly
any
other. Tho-e wh
have
tried it. know that it cured tlu*tu: tho-e who haw.*
not. know that it cures their neighbor- and friond-,
and all know that what it does once it doe- alw
that it never fails through any fault or in-ciwu,-f
i’
on,position. We have thousand- upon ;
a :
sands oi eerlilieritcs of their remarkable nm*
following eoinjuaints, but such cures are known n
every neighborhood, and we r.end not publi d, tin
Adapted to all ages and conditions in all climaie
containing neither calomel or any deicteriou- dm
tin*}- may be taken with safety hy anybody, Tliwr
sugar coating preserves them ever tVe-li and nmk«
tliein plea-ant to take, while being purely via ••inn!
no harm ran .arise from their u.-e in any quant:;}
They operate by their powerful inlliu m e
internal viscera to purify the V- od ami -tim.d.o it
:
into healthy action
remove the ob-h tmii.u,
stomach, bowels, liver, and oilier organdm
body, restoring their irregular ad am n* in
by correcting, wherever they exi-f. m l. derail
nient- as are the lirst origin of dm*.v.
.Minute directions are given in i!
u hi a
the box, for the following complain?
Pills rapidly cure:
or Haidigoscio!!.
Bd-a
For
Bii’anguor and Low of %3>]M‘iin*.
•.,>should lie taken moderately t<> riniuian* tl;
ach and restore its health} tone an-! .1 :i
For liivcr Complaint and it-v mi m
iso. fcU*k BS«* isla: aw
tom
BSiSiotiM B1
Jaundice or ft reen
SKiiieum
(folic and 2Siliou« I’cvcii. they should I-.* j-a
dieiously taken for each case, to correct t!;.*di -m 1
action or remove the obstructions which can- ii.
For Ilrsentory or BBi'arrtaucat. but one n.il 1
dose i- generally required.
For ISBiciunatiiiiii, ftout, ftravr!, S'lilab
tation of the Heart. K*ain in the .Side.
J8;ick and TiOiiis, they should he eontimiouslv
taken, as required, to change the di>;*a-ed aeti.ui f
the system. With such change those complaints
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I *HT1 ITS IX"

SVb' M Kb!CATKI) LMIAI.AM for
Phthisic, is
A
the only crrtuin relief md probable cure ever ui
b ird to the public.
Inhaled with ilie breath it g'-wa directly to the l.ungrs and relaxes the r.mir m .1 nerve oi
muscles which encircle the air tubes, and the patient
bn-atlic.s free, easy amln.itard. I'htl.lsic i> brought on
by so many diib-rmt cause.- 11. >t It is inipo-sdbh to adjust
anyone remedy a.s a cure for all persons thus nfllieted.
1;ut my 1 mi n. \ \
>/■ t.
\ ,iIs u. immediately n-liev.
s.,f Pbthi-i. irom vh..t.
rai'f it
may have be. u
on :
it
is always sat. md always reliable.
Drought
t'nVe .ernt>.
Bv mail ^
Sold at wholesale and
Ml by S. A. II UI.S
Belfast, Me.
Orders from dealer** ii; medirme,
respectfully solicited.
1
I
! I \\ IS. Proprietor,
'‘ Hi
Belfast, Me.
a

;d*.

v:

SILVER,

■

Bought

and sold and
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1

highest price paid by

HOWES & CO.
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disappear.

For RPi-opty and B)ro|>Ni<*a1 Snellin^ they
should be taken in large and frequent doses to produce the effect of a drastic purge.
For ftiappi-^Mioii a large dose should he taken
ns it produces the desired etfect by sympathy.
As a /tinner Pill, take one or two /'ills to pro
inote digestion and relieve the stomach.
A11 occasional dose stimulates the stomach and
bowels into healthy action, restores the appetite,
ami invigorates the system. Hence it is often advantageous where no serious derangement exi 1
One who feels
well, open finds that ado-.*
of these Pills makes him feci decidedly better, from
their cleansing and renovating effect on the diges-

tolerably

tive apparatus.
I)It. ’T, (Jt AYER & CO., Practical Cheat ists,
LOWELL. MISS..
For

C. S.

I.

sale by all Druggistsin Belfast.

FALH.
—AND—

GOODS.

I am constantly receiving Goods
of the above description, and invite the public generally to call

and examine.
I shall pay my

at

II. L.

as

above, and the Powders will
forwarded to you, postpaid, by
J
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l his Lect ire should he in tlm hai.ds of even
-‘'itii ami ■■ ry man in the 1 md.
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personal attenFor sale also by
tion to the cutting, and warrant
Drug-gists
generallv. If your Druggist has not a fit.
once to

indulgence or sexual extravagance,
i’rice, in a scaled envelope, only >’• cents,
'1‘hc celebrated author, in this admirable es>a v, clearly
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Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

Erysipelas,

PRICE.;

i

j
j

:

MEIIKTYK.

Fits. St. Vitus’ Dance and Colic. They allay F ,« rs,
and Inflammations acute or chronic. They cu re i*licit
matism, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Croup, Diabetes, and
Affections of the Kidneys. They put a veto''on
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Bowel Complaints, Nausea, Vomiting. They charm away Neuralgia, fr’cialica, Tic
Douloureaux, Headache, Toothache, Earache, and Pains
of all kinds.
They cure indigestion, Heartburn,
Sour Stomach and Dyspepsia in every form. They are
a Mllent but Nitre success in all Female Diseases
thousands of patients report them to
and Weaknesses,
be the heat medicine ever used in the abuvo disin
well
as
as
eases,
Catarrh, Scrofula,
Small
Fox, Measles, Scarlet Fever, and kindred Affections.
THE
A Eft ATI YE
POXY HE 81 is
APE
STIMYEATB Aft A A l> EEECTBK
They
give strength and flexibility to the palsied or
paralyzed muscle or limb. They open the vision
ot the blind amaurotic eye.
They quicken and
electrify the paralyzed nerve, and the lost, sense is restored, thus causing the deaf to hear again, ai d bringing
back the sense ot Taste, Smell or ot Feeling.
T'hev
route the vital energies of the patient, in
Typhoid
and Typhus Fevers, and the prostration of death speedily gives way to the vigor aud buoyancy of health.
In Fever and Ague in all of its forms, the POSITIYE A AH A Eft AT I VE POXY E»EIt* know
no such thing ns fail
the Negatives for the Chills
the Positives lor the l«ever.
The magic control of the Positive and
Negative Powtiers over diseases of all
kinds, is wonderful bey ond all precedent.
They are adapted to all ages and both sexes, and to every variety of disease, and in these respects they arc
THE ftIKEATEST TAMUY MEHI4TAE
OF THE AftE.
PHY9IC1AYM extol them. A ft EATS are delighted with them. Hitl'€.<ft!ATM find ready sale
for them. Printed terms to Agents and Physicians sen
tree.
Full explanations and directions
accompany each Box.
Special written directions will be sent free, if a brief
description of the disease is given. Circulars sent free.
Mulled, postpaid on receipt of price.

a,

| voluntary Seminal Losses, Impdtkn' v. Mental and
I I'hysieal Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc. al
so,’CoNst mptiox, Ei’iLisr.sv and Fits, induced by *« Ii

J

controlling Spasms, Cramps, Convui.-inns,

in

M.vionumi

ri'EHl>AY ::tt<r)ioon, am! 1*0KTI. A N 1 > tlio s.■:u<■ ni”lif.
I m-further particulars apply in I‘. l>. IINKHAM,
tf.'M
Hki.kast.

A Eft A TII E
AAD
the root of disease: yet they
do no violence to the system, causing no purging, no j
vomiting, no nausea, no narcotizing. They soothe
and charm and magnetize, and steal into the
centres of vitality, Hooding them tvith currents of now
life, and bathing them in streams of magnetism which
give health, strength, vigor and elasticity to both body
i
and mind.
POSIT! V E
TII E
POW »E fits
t 9t 60
SOOT IIIA ft A A H M A ft A EX 1C. Tliov Sufi i
I
and hush tlie most sleepless and restless mind ci tinmost agonized body into the sweet slumber of eld; ii ood
and the gentle sleep of infancy. They are a*I pow-

erful

they will

Foil SALE LOW, The Schooner Senator, 35 tons O. M. in good order, well
found in Sails, Cable and Fishing Gear.
Apply to E. 15. GARDNER,
23tf
Rucksport, Me.
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D. LINCOLN, M. I).. Brunswick.
it. LOMKidney JOHN Dentist.
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tion to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. M. to 9
Boston. July 25, 1868.
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To Females in Delicate Health.
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The panorama is endless. The stream Hows
onward, a living, moving demonstration of
the power of SPENCE’S POSITIVE
AND NEGATIVE POWDERS, <1
their mission of mercy to humanity.

STORE,

and quilt without marking.
Also oil, rubber, needles &c. For sale by Mrs. C. F.
MO it ISON, Belfast, who will be happy to show the machine to all, who will call at her house, where they arc
kept constantly on hand.
tlltl
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1808.

United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain
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City, Wis., has his hearFLORENCE SEWING MACHINE SPACIOUS and well LIGHTED
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J.NU MAC him: IN
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fabric. It is almost noiseless.
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oil
L)R. BIRGERS, I I
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Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Kndicott St.. Boston, is consulted
HANCOCK HOUSE, BOSTON.
daily lor all diseases incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
of the Womb, Fluor Albus,
Falling
Suppression, and
Rooms, One Dollar per day for each Person. other menstrual
here are ten millions increase at the first
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And uow poor sufferer, with the most provoking of all
pains poor hauian nature is liable to, try this remedy,and
if you don ! experience immediate relief from pain—if
the nerve is not ulcerated—account me an imposter and
cheat, if, on the contrary, you get relief, manifest your
gratitude to me in telling the fact to your neighbor, and
your gratitude to God, that lie graciously created the
circumstances to develop this splendid remedy,
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est book ever published—containing nearly 300 pages, and
130 fine plates and engravings of the anatomy ot the human organs in a state of health and
disease, with a treatise on early errors, its deplorable
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mind and body, with the author's
plan of treatment—the
only rational and successful mode of cure, ns shown by a
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the married and those
contemplating marriage who entertain
doubts of their physical condition. Sent free of
postage
to any address on receipt ot lift
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Dr. LA CHOIX, No. 31 Maiden
currency, by
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a fannin mill
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subsistence $5,500,000 in excess ; and, finally, $43,195,500, total, called for this year
against $33,082,093 last—an increase of
$10,113,507. Reduction, indeed! Why

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AM)
NOSTRUM-MAI* EKS.
TlirougU the ignorance of the Quack l>o.-tor, know ing
no other remedy^ ho relics upon Mi:k< niY.aml gives
to all his patients, in Fills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &e., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout tin* land; but, alas ! nothing is said ol
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, if posssible, by competent phy ia ms.
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Since then 1 have prein quite a thousand cases, and in no instance—
except in ulceration of the nerve, when relief was partially obtained—has it to my knowledge failed to give
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were too harsh and ciisale for her tender
a bottle ol this mixture which 1 had

A volume ot travel, experience ami observation with
Vice-President Colfax, among our new States and Territories. between the Missouri Jtiverand the Pacific Ocean.
Describing the magnificent scenery of this wondcriul
country—its Cold and Silver mines, larms, &c.—their
conditions and prospects. The Pacific Pailroad—its route
—scenery—how it is pushed and built. The M'wmon.-their social life, religion and politics. Interviews between
Brigham Young, Mr. Colfax and 3Ir. Bowles. The Mormon women—how they like
Polygamy, etc., etc. Tin
Chinese and Indians—what they do, how they live, their
habits, religion and vices. In brief this work is tin
lresliest, most graphic portrayment ot the country ami
people described, yet written or published.
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two years before.
Away off in Marysville, Notwithstanding
the foregoing facts are known to
quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, r« garitless
Cal., Thomas 11. Attkisson, who lias the some
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intensely interesting Book,

TO FEMALES.
Dr. FADKLFOUD is admitted by the best medier
talent of the country to have no equal in the treatment
of Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurreno
for physicians in regular practice to recommend
to him for treatment when atllicted in his speciality.
Ladies will receive the most scientific attention, both
medically and surgically. Hoard, with old and exper.
diced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to rr
main in the city during treatment.
French safes for sale, thr*
for $1. Order by mail.
1‘atients who cannot apply in person may by letter.
Medicines sent to all part’* of the country.
Office open on Suuda\ s.
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Unabridged Edition, as
by Gonyiiearij and Uowson, with an introduction
by Bishop
Simpson. Iu consequence of the appearance ol mutilated editions of this great work, we have been compelled
to reduce the price of our Complete Edition from si.Go
to $3. E. B. TREAT & CO., Pub’s, GG1 Broadway, N. Y.
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positions, copy from medical books, nun h that is written
of tile qualities and effects of different herbs and plants,
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, E>.: iacts. Specific.'
&c., most of which, if not .all, contain Mercury, bceimsi
of the ancient belief of itcuring everything, but m-\v
e t.-.,
known to ‘•kill mor*- than is cured," :i.-d t!i
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
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b> si crot habits indulged in by young men. This is
of the greatest evils that can bcfal man.
It begets
D:*< aso ut tin* 11curt, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Emaciation of the Frame, and finally nds in complete Idiocy,
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Track, Hay, Coal, Cattle and Warehouse Scales under the Sampson Patents, and every variety of smaller
Scales alter the most improved patterns.
These Scales are coming into general use, although
very receutly introduced to the market. Ollieial testimonials from the Civil Engineer of the Navy Yard, at
Washington, State Surveyor, and Canal Commissioners
of the State of New York, and numerous others from
eminent Engineers, Mechanics, Merchants and Corporations, as to their superiority in all the qualities of excellence claimed lor them, arc on iile, and conics w ill be
furnished on application.
These Scales have already taken the lir^t premium at
every New York Animal State Fair since their introduction in 1859, and a silver medal from tie New England
State Agricultural Society, JSC8, has been awarded to the
be.-1 Hay, Coal and
Sampson Scale Company ior the
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of the above diseases than any physician in America.
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tensive patronage he haa receive.1.
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i.) his cure by
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experiein e to'enable them to cure the worst of all dis
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By the Inventor ol the Celebrated Patent In- j
visible Organic Vibrator lor Incurable Deafness. Send
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Dr. T. II. SriLLWULL. 108 Bleeker St., N. Y.
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SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS.
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
AM overwhelmed! There is nothing,
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
■*"ancient or modern, to compare with it— Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and ll disases ot the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Tliroat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the .Joints ; N'erv.,
eCui.-iitunothing. I am overwhelmed with its vast tional
and other Weaknesses in youth and the niwv adand
the
countall
its
extensive
at
ot
vanced,
ages,
range,
power,
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
it
before, me.

returned.
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lake—I

Simonton Panorama

CATARRH. SCROFULA:
or

| WILL BE FORFEITED BY I>R. L. DIX,
J if failing lo cure in less time than any
oilier physician, more effectually and pu mauently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all
Weather, with safe and pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY If A HI is

A.

TAKE pleasure in announcing to the citizens of

One on earth in silence wrought,
And his grave in silence sought ;
Hut the younger,
form
Passed in battle and in storm!

For, invisibly to thee,
Spirit' twain have crossed with

HIRING BUT NOBLE.—Self-help for Young Men,!
Sent
a better manhood.
j
of charge. If benefit-fed
envelopes,
return the postage. Address PHILANTIIROS, Box P,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Belfast and Mooseluad Lake
for Stock in
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Now offered for sale. Tincent, payable s. mi-:innual!\.
a iOOO and
bonds are in amount from .f
upwards. 11
i- consid* r< >1 l!i«’ be.-t Iiiv. stm. nt now offering.
TIMOTHY THOi;\|»iKK, Cit\ I r. asurei
Belfast, Sepf. -i, W'b.
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I.KMF.N wishing to pack in lVrtland will lind It
heir advantage to call on
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ADDUKSS, ROCKl’ORT, MK.
I*r. repts must
accompanied with good indemnity
bonds,
also security for tees and costs
ing
January 1,
tlvf?
The celebrated DR. L. DI\
T» TIIK LADIKS.
I particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical,»
F.udicott St
Surgical adviser, to call at bis Booms,
Boston, Mass., which they will tiud arranged tor their
special accommodation.
DR. 1)1 X having devote.1 ever twenty years to this
particular branch ol the treatment of all diseases peeulin
to females, it is now conceded by all, tboth in this conn
try anti Kurope,) that he excels all other known practic
ioners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all
female complaint-.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose
ol removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, uti
natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
discharges which How from a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor i- now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases ot the
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at
No. 41

Fmlitotl Street,

AH letters requiring
insure an answer.
Boston. Jau, 1. 1-Vffi
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